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The physics of interacting bosons in the phase with broken symmetry is determined by
the presence of the condensate and is very diﬀerent from the physics in the symmetric
phase. The Functional Renormalization Group (FRG) represents a powerful investiga-
tion method which allows the description of symmetry breaking with high eﬃciency. In
the present thesis we apply FRG for studying the physics of two diﬀerent models in the
broken symmetry phase.
In the ﬁrst part of this thesis we consider the classical O(1)−model close to the critical
point of the second order phase transition. Employing a truncation scheme based on the
relevance of coupling parameters we study the behavior of the RG-ﬂow which is shown
to be inﬂuenced by competition between two characteristic lengths of the system. We
also calculate the momentum dependent self-energy and study its dependence on both
length scales.
In the second part we apply the FRG-formalism to systems of interacting bosons in
arbitrary spatial dimensions at zero temperature. We use a truncation scheme based on
a new non-local potential approximation which satisfy both exact relations postulated
by Hugenholtz and Pines, and Nepomnyashchy and Nepomnyashchy. We study the RG-
ﬂow of the model, discuss diﬀerent scaling regimes, calculate the single-particle spectral
density function of interacting bosons and extract both damping of quasi-particles and
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In the present thesis we apply the mathematical apparatus of the Functional Renor-
malization Group (FRG) to systems of interacting bosons. At critical temperature Tc
such systems undergo a phase transition. Below Tc a new macroscopic fraction emerges
in the system which is referred to as the Bose-Einstein condensate [1, 2]. The critical
temperature of the phase transition depends on both external and internal quantities
like pressure, strength of the magnetic and electric ﬁelds, density and mass of particles,
etc. In non-interacting systems, the quantum coherence of single boson wave functions
is responsible for the macroscopic population of the lowest allowed energetic state. In
this case, the critical temperature is proportional to ρ2/3/m [3], where ρ denotes the
density of bosons. Above the critical temperature quantum coherence is destroyed by
thermal ﬂuctuations and quantum eﬀects do not play any important role anymore.
The emergence of the long-range order in interacting Bose systems is due to the inter-
action between particles [4]. Phenomenologically it is taken into account by introducing
an order parameter representing a macroscopic quantity which is non-zero below and
vanishes at and above the critical temperature. Therefore, the system is said to be in
the ordered phase below the critical temperature. Since the emergence of the long-range
order is always related to the reduction of the symmetry of the corresponding mathemat-
ical model [5] one often speaks about the symmetry broken phase in order to describe
the phase below the critical temperature. One distinguishes between the ﬁrst and second
order phase transitions due to the behavior of the system at the critical temperature.
In the case of the second order phase transition, the order parameter vanishes contin-
uously as the system approaches the critical point from below. In the vicinity of the
critical point several observable quantities diverge power-law-like. The powers of these
divergences are called critical exponents. They are the same for systems sharing the
same symmetries, even though these systems might be very diﬀerent from each other.
Diﬀerent mathematical models with the same critical exponents are said to belong to
the same universality class.
The calculation of the critical exponents used to be an agenda for the physicists for
several decades. For a long time, the phenomenological Landau theory of the second-
order phase transitions [5, 6] (and mean-ﬁeld theories in a broader sense) was believed
to provide a correct prediction for the critical exponents and thus to describe phase
transitions correctly. However, the comparison with the few known exact solutions (e. g.
for the Ising model in two spatial dimensions [7]) clearly demonstrated that the mean-
ﬁeld predictions for the critical exponents is not always correct. In general, the mean-
ﬁeld exponents are always false in and below some speciﬁc spatial dimension Dc which
is called the upper critical dimension of the corresponding mathematical model [8], and
correct in dimensions above Dc. The reason for the failure of the mean-ﬁeld theory is
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that it does not take ﬂuctuations into account which become important in the vicinity of
the critical point. The length scale at which this happens is determined by the Ginzburg-
criterion and is referred to as the Ginzburg-scale [8]. An attempt to improve the accuracy
by calculating perturbative corrections to the mean-ﬁeld Hamiltonian usually does not
work well, since in this case ﬂuctuations are taken into account at all length scales
simultaneously, i. e. at irrelevant ones as well. Perturbation theory itself is often plagued
by non-physical divergences. Therefore, there is a necessity to go a completely diﬀerent
way in order to describe phase transitions correctly. This way was explored by Kenneth
Wilson in the form of his Renormalization Group (RG)-approach [9, 10]. The main idea
behind the Wilsonian RG-approach consists of the elimination of ﬂuctuations scale by
scale from the original microscopic model. The eﬀective Hamiltonian which emerges at
the end of this procedure yields astonishingly accurate results for the critical exponents
for a number of models. Reformulated in terms of generating functionals [11, 12, 13],
the Functional Renormalization Group represents a powerful and promising method,
whose applicability reaches far beyond the determination of the critical exponents.
It is of signiﬁcant interest to apply the Functional Renormalization Group to systems
with broken symmetry. On the one hand, this is because it completes our understanding
of the physics of continuous phase transitions and provides thus a uniﬁed picture of the
critical phenomena. On the other hand, this is because it oﬀers a way to look inside the
ordered phase itself in order to study its physics on a higher accuracy level than that
of the mean-ﬁeld or perturbation theory. An appropriate reformulation of the FRG for
dealing with symmetry breaking has only very recently been undertaken [14], and it still
lacks on concrete applications of the formalism. Below we apply the FRG-formalism for
studying two well-known models. The ﬁrst one represents the classical scalar ﬁeld model
close to criticality. The second model describes interacting bosons at zero temperature.
In both cases we do not want to restrict our consideration to the thermodynamics only.
Instead we want to study the physics at ﬁnite momenta. Structurally this thesis consists
of the following parts:
1. Chapter 1 deals with the formal foundations of the Functional Renormalization
Group. We introduce the concept of generating functionals and derive exact RG-
ﬂow equations for these. Reexpressed in terms of power series in ﬁeld variables,
the RG-ﬂow equation for the eﬀective action functional gives rise to an inﬁnite
hierarchy of the ﬂow equations for each one-particle irreducible vertex function. In
the symmetry broken phase this hierarchy should be augmented by an additional
equation which takes the RG-ﬂow of the order parameter into account. A brief
overview over the basics of the Wilsonian Renormalization Group completes this
introduction and provides us with the vocabulary.
2. In chapter 2 the FRG-formalism is applied to the simple one-component scalar ﬁeld
model close to criticality, which is often referred to as the classical φ4−model and
belongs to the Ising universality class. As the discrete Z2−symmetry is broken, the
ﬁnite magnetization emerges. We derive RG-ﬂow equations for the order parameter
and for the irreducible self-energy as well. The RG-ﬂow equation for the interaction
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is extracted from the latter in the limit of zero momenta. Hence, a closed system
of integro-diﬀerential equations emerges and is solved numerically. We discuss
several regularization schemes and demonstrate the insuﬃciency of the so-called
regularization scheme with the sharp cutoﬀ-regulator. In order to describe the
nearly-critical behavior of the model we have to carefully ﬁne-tune starting values
of each ﬂowing quantity. The ﬂow then stays suﬃciently long close to the critical
trajectory. The nearly-critical RG-ﬂow is inﬂuenced by two distinct length-scales:
an intrinsic interaction dependent critical Ginzburg-length, and a temperature
dependent correlation length. Expressions for both scales are obtained from the
ﬂow equations. Introducing the concept of the FRG-enhanced perturbation theory
we calculate the physical momentum dependent self-energy close to the critical
point. The behavior of the determined self-energy is inﬂuenced by the both length
scales. This fact reveals itself in the emergence of an intermediate regime at small
momenta, where the nearly-critical behavior of the self-energy crosses over into
the non-critical one.
3. In chapter 3 the FRG-formalism is applied to systems of interacting bosons at
zero temperature. According to the Goldstone-theorem [15], the breaking of the
continuous U(1)−symmetry leads to the emergence of a gapless spectrum of ele-
mentary excitations which has a linear phononic character at small momenta. The
behavior of interacting bosons in thermodynamic limit is determined by two exact
relations. On the one hand, there is the Hugenholtz-Pines equality [16] (HPE)
which connects normal and anomalous self-energies at zero momentum with the
chemical potential and postulates thus the absence of the energetic gap in the
elementary excitation spectrum. On the other hand, there is the Nepomnyashchy-
Nepomnyashchy equality [17] (NNE) which states the vanishing of the anomalous
self-energy in the long wave-length limit. While the HPE follows already from the
leading order in perturbative expansion, NNE cannot be reproduced by pertur-
bation theory to any ﬁnite order. The perturbation theory itself turns out to be
infrared-divergent. By resumation of the perturbative series by means of the Func-
tional Renormalization Group, both exact relations can be simultaneously fulﬁlled.
We use a truncation scheme of the eﬀective action based on a new non-local poten-
tial approximation. We derive RG-ﬂow equations for relevant coupling parameters
and solve them numerically. Our results do not suﬀer from any infrared diver-
gences. The RG-ﬂow of the eﬀective action is governed by a Ginzburg-like length
scale which can be extracted from the ﬂow of the interaction. We recover cor-
rectly the infrared asymptotic behavior of both self-energies, as well as of normal
and anomalous Green functions. Finally, we calculate the single-particle spectral
density function of interacting bosons and extract from this the spectrum of ele-
mentary excitations and the damping of quasi-particles. At weak interactions our
calculation reproduces the perturbation theory results. However, the real power
of our approach consists in the possibility of a fully controlled description of the
strong interacting regime.
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4. In appendix A we present an alternative parameterization for the mathematical
model of interacting bosons in the real ﬁeld basis. Such a transformation is always
possible because of the isomorphy between the U(1)− and O(2)−symmetry groups.
This choice has some aesthetic advantages comparing to the U(1)−invariant rep-
resentation.
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In this chapter we develop the formal framework of the Functional Renormalization
Group (FRG). We introduce the concept of generating functionals and show how they
can be employed in order to derive the exact Renormalization Group (RG)-ﬂow equation
for the eﬀective action. A brief outlook about the Wilsonian Renormalization Group ap-
proach gives a formal justiﬁcation for this procedure. Being a rather complicated math-
ematical object, the exact RG-ﬂow equation cannot be solved in general exactly. We
discuss how this equation can be treated approximately by expanding generating func-
tionals into power series of ﬁelds and appropriately truncating one-particle irreducible
vertex functions. Finally we show how the formalism can be extended to systems in
the broken symmetry phase. The representation of the FRG-formalism given here is
heavily inﬂuenced by the lectures on the subject given by Professor Peter Kopietz at the
Goethe-Universit¨ at Frankfurt during the summer semester 2006 [18, 19].
1.1 Generalized ﬁelds and sources
The way to treat condensed matter systems in the framework of the functional integral
formalism has become standard in the last decades [20, 21, 22]. Within this framework,
the grand canonical partition function of a many body system can be represented as a
functional integral over some abstract space spanned by the ﬁelds ¯ φ, φ which are adjoint
to each other, i. e.
Z =
 
D{ ¯ φ,φ} e




where S[ ¯ φ,φ] is the Euclidean action of the system. In the second equality of equa-
tion (1.1) we collected both ﬁeld components into a superﬁeld vector Φ = ( ¯ φ,φ)T. The
ﬁeld φ is supposed to be a multi-component quantum vector ﬁeld which may contain










¯ φi,Kˆ ei. (1.3)
The unit vectors of the basis {ˆ ei} are associated with the distinct components of the
ﬁelds φ. Each of them dwells on its unique subspace of the abstract quantum ﬁeld space
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which is orthogonal to all others. The multi-index
K = {k,iωn,σ} (1.4)
contains the D-dimensional momentum vector k and Matsubara frequency ωn, which in




, n ∈ Z for bosons,
ωn = (2n + 1)
π
β
, n ∈ Z for fermions,
(1.5)
with the inverse temperature β. Finally, the index σ is related to the spin of the particle.

















where V denotes the D-dimensional volume of the system. In the second expression we
took the continuous limit β → ∞,V → ∞. The integration measure in equation (1.1)
is deﬁned by








S[Φ] = S0[Φ] + SI[Φ] (1.8)
consists of the non-interacting part S0[Φ] and some interacting part SI[Φ]. The former
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where the integration over α means summation over the discrete variables like spin or
sort of particles and integration over the continuous ones. The inverse free propagator
matrix G
−1













Matrices of inverse free propagators ˆ G
−1
0 for entries of the ﬁelds φ and ¯ φ are diagonal
in both, quantum ﬁeld and multi-index space
[ ˆ G
−1
0 ]ii′;KK′ = δi,i′δK,K′G
−1
0,i(K), (1.11)
1We use a natural unit system with ~ = kB = 1 throughout the manuscript.
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where the Kronecker δ-symbol in the multi-index space is deﬁned by






= δ(K − K
′), (1.12)
and the arrow denotes taking the continuum limit. The diagonal matrix P with matrix
elements ζ = +1 for bosons and ζ = −1 for fermions is introduced in order to account







with the obvious property





T = Z   G
−1
0 . (1.15)
In contrast, the interacting part SI[Φ] of the Euclidean action may contain terms with
any number of ﬁelds which is compatible with the symmetry properties of the particular
model.
We now deﬁne the supersource vector
J = (j,¯ j)
T, (1.16)
and the scalar product between both vectors Φ and J:




Here, the summation is performed over all relevant degrees of freedom. The following

















δα,α′Φα′ = Φα. (1.18)
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1.2 Generating functionals
The n-point Green function G
(n)
α1...αn is deﬁned as the time-ordered average over the
product of n ﬁelds Φ, i. e.
G
(n)
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denotes the partition function of the non-interacting system. In order to bring








which is referred to as the generating functional of (disconnected) Green functions.
Usually it is more convenient to work with the generating functional of connected Green
functions Gc[J] which relates to the Helmholtz free energy in the very same manner as
G[J] relates to the grand canonical partition function. This means that both functionals
may be connected with each other through the following relation:
G[J] = e
Gc[J]. (1.25)
A n-point connected Green function can be generated from Gc[J] by taking functional
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Assuming the existence of a G
(n)
c for each positive integer n, a unique expansion of
the functional Gc[J] in powers of sources J should exist












c;α1,...,αnJα1    Jαn, (1.28)
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where Gc[0] denotes the Helmholtz free energy. In practice one is more interested in
working with the ﬁeld-dependent quantities, rather than with the source-dependent ones.
In order to restore the ﬁeld-dependence we introduce a vector of averaged ﬁelds




and map Gc[J] onto a new ﬁeld-dependent functional L[˜ Φ] by means of a Legendre
transformation
L[˜ Φ[J]] = J   ˜ Φ[J] − Gc[J]. (1.30)
Here, the functional L[˜ Φ] is referred to as the eﬀective action. It is supposed to be
expandable in an inﬁnite series in powers of averaged ﬁelds ˜ Φ













˜ Φα1     ˜ Φαn. (1.31)
Note that coeﬃcients Γ
(n)
α1,...,αn of this expansion, which for n > 2 are referred to as
the one-particle irreducible vertex functions, are supposed to be analytic in continuous
variables entering αi.




















and equation (1.29) we obtain
δ
δ˜ Φ
L[˜ Φ] = Z   J. (1.33)
It is often useful to introduce a further ﬁeld-dependent functional Γ[˜ Φ] which is known
as the generating functional of one-particle irreducible vertex functions. It relates to the
functional L[˜ Φ] via
Γ[˜ Φ] = L[˜ Φ] − S0[˜ Φ] = L[˜ Φ] +
1
2
˜ Φ   G
−1
0   ˜ Φ. (1.34)

















which can also be written in the following form
δ(2)Gc
δJδJ






Equation (1.36) represents a functional master-equation for the so-called tree expansion,
a procedure which establishes connections between one-particle irreducible vertex func-
tions and connected Green functions. In order to perform the tree expansion one has to
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take functional derivatives with respect to the ﬁelds on both sides of the master-equation
by exploiting the basis change identity (1.32) and setting eventually ﬁelds and sources
to zero. The general representation of the tree expansion can be found in standard text
books (see for instance [20, 21]), and for this reason we will not give it at this point.
We restrict our considerations to the ﬁrst order term in this expansion because we shall











which is nothing but the Dyson-equation. If no spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs,
the matrix representation of the full inverse propagator G−1 has the same structure as





P   [ ˆ G−1]T 0
 
. (1.38a)




P   ˆ ΣT 0
 
. (1.38b)
Here, the quantities ˆ G−1 and ˆ Σ represent diagonal matrices of the inverse full propagator
and self-energy in the space of the averaged ﬁelds ˜ φ.
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αα′ ˜ Φα1     ˜ Φαn. (1.40)
Equation (1.36) can thus be rewritten as follows:
δ(2)Gc
δJδJ
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T   G
T l
, (1.41)
where equation (1.37) has been used.
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1.3 Basics of the Wilsonian RG
Nowadays, there is a large variety of excellent textbooks and reviews which introduce
to the basics of the Wilsonian Renormalization Group. We do not pretend to give
here an exhaustive overview of the Wilsonian RG and refer the reader to the literature.
Historically, the Wilsonian RG has been developed alongside with the theory of phase
transitions. Therefore, most of the books, especially those dating back to the early days
of RG, treat it from the point of view of statistical physics. Besides the widely cited
original works by Wilson [9, 10, 23] and by Wilson in collaboration with Fisher and
Kogut [24, 25], an excellent overview was written by Ma in [26] and extended later to a
book [27]. Classics on the subject are regarded books by Goldenfeld [28], Cardy [29], and
Amit [30]. A nice brief introduction to the basics of the Renormalization Group theory
can by found by Chaikin and Lubensky in [31]. Binney et al. oﬀer in [32] their view on
the Renormalization Group with the strong emphasis on the numerical methods. The
representation of the Wilsonian RG given here is inﬂuenced by that given by P. Kopietz
in his lectures [18, 19].
We want to summarize in a few words the main idea about the Wilsonian Renor-
malization Group transformation. As we have seen above, the partition function of a





where the Euclidean action of the system S[Φ,{u}] is now supposed to be not only a
functional of the superﬁelds Φ, but also of a (usually ﬁnite) set of coupling parameters
{u}. The domain of deﬁnition of ﬁelds Φ covers the entire D+1−dimensional frequency-
momentum space. Since we are interested in the physics which occurs below some speciﬁc
momentum and energy Λ we may notice that the fast ﬁeld modes with |κ| > Λ, where
κ = (k,iωn) (1.43)
denote momenta and frequencies entering the multi-index K deﬁned in equation (1.4),
do not contribute signiﬁcantly and thus can be integrated out. In order to perform such
an integration we have to split the superﬁeld Φ into the slow and fast modes
Φ = Θ(|κ| 6 Λ)Φ< + Θ(Λ < |κ| < Λ0)Φ>, (1.44)
where Λ0 ≫ Λ is an appropriate ultraviolet cutoﬀ regulator which is introduced to avoid
the appearance of ultraviolet divergences. As a result we can express the action in terms
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In order to guarantee the invariance of the form of the new eﬀective action, the mo-
mentum vector |κ| < Λ should be rescaled by means of some appropriate vector b,
i. e.
κ → κ   b = (kb,iωnb
z), (1.46)
where z denotes the so-called dynamical exponent. In the same manner the slow ﬁeld





as well as all entries of the new parameter set {u′}. There are only very few examples
known, where the integration on the right-hand side of equation (1.45) could be carried
out exactly [26]. In most physical relevant cases one is reliant on approximations.
The eﬀective low-energy action Seﬀ[   ] depends on the coupling parameter set {u′}
which in general diﬀers from the initial set {u}. In order to realize this fact we have
to expand the right-hand side of equation (1.45) into a power series of the slow ﬁelds
Φ<. Since such a series contains terms of all orders in Φ<, inﬁnitely many new coupling
parameters are generated which makes the parameter set {u′} diﬀerent from the initial
set {u}. Formally, we can think of the mapping of the initial parameter set {u} onto
{u′} which can be written in the form of a non-linear equation
{u
′} = Rb[{u}], (1.48)
where Rb denotes the mapping transformation. After repeating the whole procedure
once again, a new parameter set {u′′} is generated which relates to the old ones through
{u
′′} = Rs[{u
′}] = Rs[Rb[{u}]] = Rs◦b [{u}]. (1.49)
Equation (1.49) represents a semi-group equation which gives the name to the whole
procedure. By integrating out fast modes successively over inﬁnitesimally thin momen-
tum shells Λ − dΛ < |κ| < Λ 6 Λ0, the rescaling parameter b changes inﬁnitesimally,
too, which leads to the inﬁnitesimal change in the parameter set {u}. It is then possible




where we collected entries of the parameter set {u} to the vector u and introduced the
ﬂowing parameter ℓ = −ln(b). Equation (1.50) is referred to as the Renormalization
Group (RG)-ﬂow equation and G as the so-called RG-ﬂow generator. In general G
represents a non-linear transformation.
The great achievement of the Wilsonian theory consists in the possibility to calculate
critical exponents from the microscopic ansatz. They represent a set of numbers which
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characterize the non-analytic behavior of thermodynamic observables close to the critical
point of continuous phase transitions [27, 28, 29, 31]. Systems which have the same
critical exponents are said to belong to the same universality class. Wilson and Fisher
managed to show [23, 24] that critical exponents can be extracted from the RG-ﬂow in
the vicinity of the ﬁxed point, i. e. at a point, where the RG-ﬂow stops:
G[u⋆] = 0. (1.51)
In addition to equation (1.51) one has to assume that the parameter vector u converges
to some critical vector u⋆ in the limit ℓ → ∞, i. e.
lim
ℓ→∞
u = u⋆. (1.52)
After linearizing the operator G in the vicinity of the ﬁxed point, critical exponents can
be determined as eigenvalues of this linearized transformation. One usually combines
the linearization of the RG-ﬂow around the ﬁxed point with the expansion in some small
parameter ǫ = Dc − D, where Dc denotes the so-called upper critical dimension of the
particular model. In D > Dc critical exponents of the model are correctly predicted by
the the mean-ﬁeld theory [8].
Usually the components of the coupling parameter vector u are classiﬁed due to their
behavior in the vicinity of the ﬁxed point [33, 34]. Close to the ﬁxed point, the ﬂow of
each coupling parameter ui may be approximated by
ui ≈ e
−yiℓ   ui,⋆. (1.53)
The sign of the scaling dimension yi enables us to classify the corresponding coupling
parameters as
relevant if yi > 0,
marginal if yi = 0,
irrelevant if yi < 0.
At this point we want to make some general remarks on the formalism which we brieﬂy
described above. The method is essentially non-perturbative, although the integration
over the fast modes in equation (1.45) is in general very complicated to implement
analytically and some form of diagrammatic expansion is needed to perform it approxi-
mately. However, these diagrams are not plagued by any divergences [35, 36], since the
integration in the momentum space is performed over the ﬁnite shell Λ < |κ| < Λ0.
Thus, the Wilsonian RG transformation oﬀers a way to go beyond the perturbative ex-
pansion and has been successfully applied to a number of problems, for which the usual
naive perturbative treatment fails [37].
In recent decades, several approaches have been suggested in order to reformulate the
Wilsonian RG in the language of continuous functional diﬀerential equations. One of
them which enjoys wide recognition due to its formal elegance and intuitive depth, was
provided independently by Christof Wetterich [12] and Tim Morris [13] in the early 90’s.
We shall consider this approach in the next section of this thesis.
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1.4 Exact RG-ﬂow equation
The interpretation of the Renormalization Group from the quantum ﬁeld theoretical
point of view gained attention after Wilson’s ideas could be reformulated in the formally
exact way which was ﬁrst done by Wegner and Houghton [11] and two decades later
by Wetterich [12] and Morris [13]. For standard works introducing the Renormalization
Group analysis within the ﬁeld theoretical approach we can mention reviews by Berges
and collaborators [38], Bagnuls and Bervillier [39], and the recent review by Delamotte
[36]. However, these authors mostly restrict their consideration to the N-component
classical scalar models. The generalization to the arbitrary ﬁelds was made by Sch¨ utz,
Bartosch and Kopietz in [40] (see also [18, 19]).
In order to derive the exact functional RG-ﬂow equation we have to extend the initial




Φ   RΛ   Φ, (1.54)










SΛ[Φ] = S[Φ] + ∆SΛ[Φ], (1.56)






S0,Λ[Φ] = S0[Φ] + ∆SΛ[Φ]. (1.58)
The matrix RΛ has the same structure in the space of the superﬁelds as the free




P   ˆ RΛ 0
 
. (1.59)
Matrices ˆ RΛ should be diagonal in multi-indices
[ ˆ RΛ]αα′ = δi,i′δK,K′Ri,Λ(κ), (1.60)
where Ri,Λ(κ) denotes a regulator function for the i-th entry in the ﬁeld φ which explic-
itly depend on the cutoﬀ momentum 0 6 Λ < Λ0. Here, Λ0 is an appropriate ultraviolet
cutoﬀ momentum which is usually chosen to be much larger than some inverse charac-
teristic length of the system. The choice of the regulator Ri,Λ(κ) is a matter of taste
but it should obey following properties [41]:
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1. It has to be a positive-valued function having at least one well deﬁned derivative
with respect to the cutoﬀ momentum Λ.
2. It should obey the condition
lim
|κ|→0
Ri,Λ(κ) > 0, (1.61)
which ensures that the elements of the series (1.28) and (1.31) do not suﬀer from
any infrared divergences.
3. It should become inﬁnite in the ultraviolet limit, i. e. as Λ → Λ0
lim
Λ→Λ0
Ri,Λ(κ) → ∞. (1.62)
This requirement ensures that the eﬀective action LΛ[˜ Φ] approaches the micro-
scopic action S[Φ] in the ultraviolet limit, i. e.
lim
Λ>Λ0
L[˜ Φ] ≈ S[Φ]. (1.63)
Hence, introducing the regulator corresponds to the augmenting of the initial ac-
tion by a large mass-like term which eﬀectively suppresses ﬂuctuations for Λ 6 Λ0
and leaves them unaﬀected above the cutoﬀ. In this sense, the FRG-philosophy
diﬀers from the Wilsonian, where the initial microscopic action contains all ﬂuc-
tuations and the RG-ﬂow basically describes their elimination.
4. It should vanish in the limit Λ → 0, i. e.
lim
Λ→0
Ri,Λ(κ) → 0. (1.64)
This property guarantees that the destined physical eﬀective action LΛ→0[˜ Φ] does
not depend on the particular shape of the cutoﬀ.
A popular choice of the regulator function which led in the past to the very accurate





where fΛ is a Λ-dependent function which is introduced due to reasons of dimensionality.









0 if x < 0
1 if x > 0 (1.67)
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denotes the Heaviside step function. The advantage is that the Litim-regulator enables
the momentum integration to be carried out analytically. Finally, the sharp cutoﬀ
regulator [13, 40] has to be mentioned which shares advantages of the Litim-regulator,
but causes some speciﬁc diﬃculties, if chosen to work with [42, 43, 44]. In this case, the













Taking derivative with respect to the cutoﬀ-momentum Λ on both sides of equation
(1.55) we obtain
































where we used equation (1.18) in line (1.69b). The operator Tr in line (1.69c) denotes








From equation (1.30) follows that





where ˜ LΛ[˜ Φ] = LΛ[˜ Φ] − ∆SΛ[˜ Φ]. Hence, under taking into account equations (1.34),
(1.36) and (1.69c) we obtain the exact RG-ﬂow equation for the eﬀective action [12, 13]:




































Equation (1.72) represents a functional integro-diﬀerential functional equation and is a
highly complex mathematical object. Although both sides of this equation are expressed
in terms of the functional ˜ LΛ, it appears on the right-hand side as a second derivative
with respect to the ﬁelds ˜ Φ. Due to equation (1.37) the expression within the round
brackets reproduces for ˜ Φ = 0 the full inverse propagator. Therefore, equation (1.72)
has essentially a shape of a single-closed loop.
161.4 Exact RG-ﬂow equation
We can further rearrange the exact RG-ﬂow equation (1.72) by making use of expres-
sion (1.41). Plugging it into equation (1.72) we obtain
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where we introduced the so-called single-scale propagator matrix
˙ GΛ = −GΛ   [∂ΛRΛ]   GΛ. (1.74)
in the last line.
There is no general exact solution for this equation. However, several approximate
approaches have been proposed in the past [13, 38, 40]. Here we consider an approach
which is based on the expansion of the functional ˜ LΛ[˜ Φ] in powers of the ﬁelds ˜ Φ.
By using expansions (1.31) and (1.40) and comparing terms with the same number
of ﬁelds on both sides of equation (1.73) one obtains the ﬂow equation for the ﬁeld
independent part of the eﬀective action [40]
∂Λ ˜ L
(0)





Z   G
T
Λ   [∂ΛRΛ]
T 
, (1.75)
which basically describes the RG-ﬂow of the Helmholtz free energy. Quite generally, the
master-equation for the functions Γ
(n)










δn,m1+   +ml×
Sα1,...,αm1
;αm1+1,...αm1+m2








Λ|α1,   ,αm1
 T




Λ|αm1+1,   ,αm1+m2
 T
     




Λ|αm1+   +ml−1+1,   ,αn
 T  
, (1.76)
where the symmetrization operator is deﬁned by
Sα1,...,αm1
;αm1+1,...αm1+m2
;   ;αm1+   +ml−1+1,...,αn
 








sgnζ(P)AαP(1)   αP(n), (1.77)
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where P is a permutation of 1,...,n and sgnζ is the sign created by permuting ﬁeld
variables according to the permutation P (+1 for each permutation in the Bose-subspace
of ˜ Φ and −1 for each permutation in the Fermi-subspace), i. e.
˜ Φα1         ˜ Φαn = sgnζ(P)˜ ΦαP(1)         ˜ ΦαP(n). (1.78)
Expression (1.76) represents the master-equation for the inﬁnite hierarchy of the ﬂow
equations for each function Γ(n). Although not quite correct we will call functions Γ(n)
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. (1.79c)
As one can clearly see from equations (1.79a-1.79c), the hierarchy of ﬂow equations
for the irreducible vertices is not closed, i. e. the ﬂow of each irreducible vertex function
is determined by the higher-order vertices entering each equation on the right-hand
side. Therefore, in practice some approximation scheme is always needed to close the
hierarchy. Usually, a physical insight helps to appropriately truncate vertex functions in
the ﬂow equations. For instance, if one pursues the goal of calculating critical exponents
of some second-order phase transition, one usually chooses the truncation scheme based
on the relevance of vertex functions in the vicinity of the non-trivial ﬁxed point. Within
this truncation scheme one considers equations for relevant and marginal vertices only
and neglects irrelevant ones. In the past this scheme has been successfully applied for
studying critical behavior of weakly interacting bosons [42, 43]. This truncation scheme
has also been employed for the exact solution of the Tomonaga-Luttinger model within
the FRG-approach [40].
Sch¨ utz et al. developed in [40] a diagrammatic technique for dealing with equations
(1.76) which simpliﬁes enormously the derivation of the ﬂow equations for each single










Figure 1.1: Graphical representation of propagators and vertex functions
vertex function if concrete calculations have to be done. A brief glossary of the diagram-
matic language is shown in Figure 1.1. We show the diagrammatic representation of
equations (1.79a), (1.79b) and (1.79c) in Figures 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4 respectively. Black dots
above the vertices on the left-hand side of each equation denote taking partial derivative
with respect to the ﬂowing cutoﬀ-parameter Λ.
1.5 Taking symmetry breaking into account
In the previous section we derived the functional RG-ﬂow equation (1.73) in full gener-
ality, without making any assumptions about the symmetry properties of the ﬁelds ˜ Φ.
It can be used without any restriction to describe the physics in the symmetric phase,






   
J=0
= ˜ Φ[J = 0] = 0. (1.80)
Because of equation (1.80), equation (1.79a) vanishes identically on both sides. However,
this situation changes if the system is in an ordered phase, i. e. if some of the components









= ˜ Φ[J = 0] = ˜ Φ
0  = 0. (1.81)
Since ˜ Φ0 correspond to a macroscopically observable quantity, it should be ﬂowing
in the RG sense. In order to build in the symmetry breaking into the hierarchy (1.76)
we have to expand the eﬀective action LΛ[˜ Φ] not around the point ˜ Φ = 0, as we did
in equation (1.31), but around ˜ Φ = ˜ Φ0
Λ. If we introduce ﬂuctuating ﬁelds ∆˜ Φ in the
following way
∆˜ ΦΛ|α = ˜ ΦΛ|α − ˜ Φ
0
Λ|α, (1.82)
insert them in place of ˜ Φ in the power series (1.31) and (1.40), and then the latter into
the FRG equation (1.73) and, ﬁnally, compare terms with the same number of the ﬁelds




α α 1 1
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α1 α2 = − − α Sα1;α2









































Figure 1.4: Graphical representation of the RG-ﬂow equation (1.79c) for n = 3− vertex.
on both sides, then we obtain a modiﬁed master-equation for the irreducible vertices in





















δn,m1+   +ml×
Sα1,...,αm1
;αm1+1,...αm1+m2








Λ|α1,   ,αm1
 T




Λ|αm1+1,   ,αm1+m2
 T
     




Λ|αm1+   +ml−1+1,   ,αn
 T  
. (1.83)
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. (1.84c)
The ﬂow equation for the ﬁeld vacuum expectation value follows from equation (1.84a)

























The modiﬁed diagrammatic approach to systems displaying a broken symmetry was
developed by Sch¨ utz and Kopietz in [14]. The necessary modiﬁcation of the diagram-
matic glossary which accounts the additional term with coupled condensate is shown in
Figure 1.5.







Figure 1.5: Graphical representation of the condensate coupled term.
In Figures 1.6, 1.7 and 1.8, the diagrammatic representations of equations (1.84b),
(1.84c) and (1.85) are demonstrated.
The functional RG-ﬂow equation derived in this chapter, provides us with the formal
framework. Of course, this representation is very general and therefore lacks on clarity.
To make ourselves familiar with the formalism we will proceed with concrete calculations
in the next chapters.
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Figure 1.7: Graphical representation of the RG-ﬂow equation (1.84b) for n = 2−vertex































α3 α1 1 − 2









Figure 1.8: Graphical representation of the RG-ﬂow equation (1.84c) for n = 3− vertex
in symmetry broken phase.
222 Classical φ4-model close to criticality
In this chapter, the FRG-formalism is applied to the classical one-component scalar
model which is often referred to as the φ4-model. The model belongs to the Ising uni-
versality class and is thus one of the best studied ever. Following the guideline described
in the previous chapter, RG-ﬂow equations for the order parameter and irreducible self-
energy are derived. By employing the local potential approximation (LPA)-related trun-
cation scheme we are able to close the hierarchy of the ﬂow equations and solve them
numerically. We discuss diﬀerent regularization schemes. In order to investigate the
near critical behavior of the model we have to carefully adjust initial values of each
relevant ﬂowing parameter. The near critical RG-ﬂow is aﬀected by the interplay be-
tween two characteristic length scales: the interaction-dependent Ginzburg scale and the
temperature-dependent correlation length. Finally we calculate the near critical momen-
tum dependent self-energy and study the inﬂuence of both length-scales on this. Parts of
this chapter were published in [44, 45, 46].
2.1 RG-ﬂow equations in the broken symmetry phase
The classical φ4-model remains a standard for probing newly developed techniques before
applying them to more complicated models. It has been studied for several decades and






























with the lattice spacing a, the mean-ﬁeld estimation for the critical temperature T MF
c ,
and uΛ0 denoting some local four-point interaction. The spatial integration in equa-
tion (2.1) is regularized by means of an appropriate ultraviolet cutoﬀ Λ
−1
0 which is related
to the lattice spacing a. The action (2.1) belongs to the Ising universality class [47], i. e.
it remains invariant under mirroring the sign of the ﬁelds φ → −φ. Such a symmetry is
known as Z2-symmetry. It is known that the model undergoes the second-order phase
transition in all dimensions D > 2. The φ4−model is the only known model with exactly
calculated critical exponents in D = 2 [7, 48, 49, 50]. In D > 2 critical exponents of
the model are calculated with the highest accuracy (see for instance chapter 4 in [38]).
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The ﬁrst application of the modern RG−approach to the φ4-model from the disordered
phase was done by Kenneth Wilson himself [9, 10]. Therefore, it appears naturally ﬁrst
to apply the formalism represented in the previous chapter to this model.




k + ∆φk, (2.3)
where φ0
k = (2π)Dδ(k)M and M denotes the quantity related to the magnetization in
the corresponding Ising model. Note that in this case a discrete symmetry is broken.
By substituting this expression into equation (2.1) and expanding in powers of ∆φk we
generate terms involving one and three powers of ∆φk. Demanding the vanishing of the
vertex Γ
(1)










for rΛ0 < 0. (2.4)
This expression will serve as the initial condition for the ﬂow equation of the order
parameter in our functional RG approach.
In order to derive an exact hierarchy of ﬂow equations for the vertices of our model
we introduce a momentum cutoﬀ Λ into the free propagator separating ﬂuctuations with
small momenta |k| . Λ from those with large momenta |k| & Λ.
We would like to calculate the true order parameter M = limΛ→0MΛ and the true
momentum dependent single-particle Green function G(k) = limΛ→0GΛ(k) which we





In the broken symmetry phase, the initial condition for the self-energy at scale Λ = Λ0
is given by










Λ0 = −2rΛ0, (2.6)








Λ (0) = ΣΛ(0), (2.7b)
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where the single-scale propagator is deﬁned by
˙ GΛ(k) = −∂ΛRΛ(k)G
2
Λ(k) , (2.9)
with the regulator RΛ(k) which should have the dimensionality of the inverse Green
function and will be speciﬁed below. On the other hand, the ﬂowing order parameter









Λ (k,−k,0) . (2.10)
Expressed in corresponding diagrams, equations (2.8) and (2.10) are shown in Fig-
ures 1.6 and 1.7. The subscripts α1 and α2 should be replaced by k and −k, respectively,
and the symmetrizer Sα1,α2 = 2!/(1!1!) = 2.





and four ﬁelds, which satisfy more complicated ﬂow equations [14, 40] involving higher
order vertices. Keeping in line with the derivative expansion for the eﬀective action [38]









Λ (k1,k2,k3) ≈ uΛMΛ , (2.11b)
Γ
(4)
Λ (k1,k2,k3,k4) ≈ uΛ . (2.11c)
This truncation of the ﬁeld expansion is motivated by the local potential approximation






with the eﬀective potential Ueﬀ. In our approximation we truncate Ueﬀ to the quartic









where ˜ φ means an averaged ﬁeld in the sense of deﬁnitions of chapter 1.2. The completely
local character of all correlations in the LPA is known to be a surprisingly good approxi-
mation in the scaling regime close to criticality [38]. Outside the critical regime, the LPA
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does not fare that well and in general cannot reproduce the structure known from per-
turbation theory (in the case considered here, only the leading order from perturbation
theory will be reproduced). The LPA combined with a derivative expansion converges
best, if one expands around the local minimum of Ueﬀ, see [51]. The condition that MΛ
is the ﬂowing minimum leads to a ﬂow equation for MΛ, which in the ﬁeld expansion
leads to equations (2.11a–2.11c). In this truncation, the exact ﬂow equation (2.10) for















































′ + k) . (2.15)
By demanding that the ﬂow of ΣΛ(0) is consistent with our truncation (2.11a) we obtain







˙ GΛ(k)GΛ(k) . (2.16)
The above equations (2.14–2.16) form a closed system of coupled integro-diﬀerential
equations for the order parameter MΛ, the eﬀective interaction uΛ, and the momentum
dependent self-energy ΣΛ(k). In contrast to the LPA, these equations can be used to
calculate the full momentum-dependence of Σ(k). Our truncation is similar in spirit but
not identical to the truncation proposed by Blaizot et al. [52, 53, 54, 55, 56], who also
used the LPA as a guide to propose a truncation of the hierarchy of ﬂow equations for
the momentum dependent vertices generated in the ﬁeld expansion. However, unlike our
equation (2.8), the ﬂow equation for the self-energy proposed by Blaizot et al. does not
involve the ﬂowing order parameter, because these authors approach the critical point
using an expansion around the symmetric state.
The self-energy ΣΛ(k) is supposed to have the low-momentum asymptotic behavior
given by





















where the inverse of the ﬂowing wave-function renormalization factor is given by
Z
−1
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and ℓ = ln(Λ0/Λ).
It is convenient to rescale all quantities in order to reveal their scaling dimensions.
We deﬁne dimensionless momenta q = k/Λ. The dimensionless coupling parameters ˜ uℓ
and ˜ M2



















and ΩD is the surface area of the D-dimensional unit sphere. Recalling deﬁnitions of
chapter 1.3, the RG-ﬂow of both coupling parameters in the vicinity of the ﬁxed point
should obey
uΛ→0 ≈ e







where ˜ u⋆ and ˜ M2
⋆ denote the expected ﬁxed point values of both quantities. Thus, the
interaction is a relevant parameter in D < 4, marginal in D = 4 and irrelevant in
dimensions higher than 4, while the order parameter is relevant in all dimensions larger
than 2, marginal in D = 2 and irrelevant for D < 2. Therefore, D = 2 is the lower
critical dimension of the model, D = 4 is the upper critical dimension and the Wilsonian
small expansion parameter should be chosen as ǫ = 4−D. Thus, our truncation takes all
relevant and marginal coupling parameters in dimensions 2 < D < 4 into account which
arise from the truncated eﬀective potential (2.13) and is suﬃcient to describe critical
physics of the model. This fact provides the formal justiﬁcation for the truncation of
the ﬂowing self-energy given by equation (2.17).





and the corresponding single-scale propagator









ηℓ = −∂ℓ lnZℓ (2.27)
denotes the ﬂowing anomalous dimension.
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The ﬂow of Γ
(2)
ℓ (0) is thus determined by the ﬂow of ˜ M2
























In order to calculate the anomalous dimension ηℓ we need the momentum dependent
part of the rescaled self-energy,
γℓ(k) = Γ
(2)
ℓ (k) − Γ
(2)
ℓ (0), (2.33)
which satisﬁes the ﬂow equations
∂ℓγℓ(k) = (2 − ηℓ − k   ∇k)γℓ(k) + ˙ γℓ(k), (2.34)
where







˙ Gℓ(q)[Gℓ(k + q) − Gℓ(q)] . (2.35)
In accordance with equation (2.17), the low-momentum behavior of the rescaled self-
energy Γℓ(q) is given by expansion
Γℓ(k) ≈ ˜ rℓ + k
2(1 − Zℓ) (2.36)
with ˜ rℓ =
1
3
˜ uℓ ˜ M
2
ℓ . By expanding both sides of equation (2.34) to the second order in k,












Flow equations (2.30) and (2.31) of relevant coupling parameters and expression (2.37)
for the anomalous dimension form a closed system of integro-diﬀerential equations. In
order to solve them we need to specify the regularization scheme. Below, we shall con-
sider two main schemes. The ﬁrst scheme employes a sharp momentum cutoﬀ regulator
function, while the second one uses a smooth additive regulator.
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2.2 Probing sharp-cutoﬀ regularization scheme
Within the sharp-cutoﬀ regularization scheme, the Green function of interacting system





and the corresponding single-scale propagator by









˙ Gℓ(q) = −
δ(1 − |q|)
Zℓ + Γℓ(ˆ q)
, (2.41)
where ˆ q denotes a unit vector. The momentum integrals in equations (2.30) and (2.31)
can be carried out analytically and we obtain
∂ℓ ˜ M
2











(Zℓ + Γℓ(1))2, (2.43)


















2(D−3) = 1, (2.45)





It turns out that the truncation (2.36) for the rescaled self-energy is not suﬃcient once
the sharp-cutoﬀ regulator is chosen. In fact, the leading order in the expansion of ˙ γℓ(k)
is proportional to |k| = k, as it can be seen from the following calculation in D > 1:










˙ Gℓ(q)Gℓ(k + q)
   
 
 













1 + ˜ rℓ
Θ(|k + q| − 1)
(k + q)2 + ˜ rℓ





















dy (1 − y
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1
2(D−3) Θ((k + q)2 − 1)
(k + q)2 + ˜ rℓ
   
 
 











dy (1 − y
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1
2(D−3)(k + y) ×
 
δ(1 − (k + ˆ q)2)
(k + ˆ q)2 + ˜ rℓ
−
Θ((k + ˆ q)2 − 1)
((k + ˆ q)2 + ˜ rℓ)
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. Note that vertices Γℓ(k) entering propagators Gℓ(k) and ˙ Gℓ(k)
are approximated by means of the truncation (2.36). In the line (2.47c) we replaced
Θ(|k +q|− 1) by Θ((k + q)2 −1), which is allowed by condition |k +q| > 0 and in the
line (2.47e) Θ(k2 + 2ky) by Θ(y + k/2), which does not change anything in the logic.
The coupling parameter of the linear term xΛ has the scaling dimension 1 and is rele-
vant in all dimensions. Therefore, it must be taken into account in the low-momentum
truncation of the self-energy which thus becomes non-analytic,
Γℓ(k) ≈ ˜ rℓ + ˜ xℓ|k| + k
2(1 − Zℓ). (2.48)
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The RG-ﬂow equation for the parameter ˜ xℓ is as follows:
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(1 + ˜ xℓ + ˜ rℓ)2
 
S0 − S1
2(2 + ˜ xℓ)
1 + ˜ xℓ + ˜ rℓ
 
, (2.49)
where we followed the path sketched by equations (2.47a)-(2.47f) while deriving inho-
mogeneous part. In order to close the system of ordinary diﬀerential equations (2.42),
(2.43) and (2.49) we need an explicit expression for the ﬂowing anomalous dimension ηℓ.
It can be found by using deﬁnition (2.37). Following the guideline given by equations







(1 + ˜ xℓ + ˜ rℓ)3
 





2(2 + ˜ xℓ)2
1 + ˜ xℓ + ˜ rℓ
  
. (2.50)
There are two ﬁxed points in the physical relevant octant of the parameter space de-
limited by the non-negative valued ˜ M2
ℓ , ˜ uℓ and ˜ xℓ: the Gaussian ﬁxed point at vanishing
interaction ˜ u and ˜ x and ﬁnite magnetization ˜ M2
G, and the Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed point at
ﬁnite positive ˜ M2
⋆, ˜ u⋆ and ˜ x⋆. Below we list these values for diﬀerent dimensions D:






















Since in the vicinity of the ﬁxed point and for small ǫ we have ∂ℓ˜ xℓ ∼ ˜ u2
ℓ ˜ M2
ℓ , it can be
omitted in ǫ-expansion. The value of the anomalous dimension η⋆ at the Wilson-Fisher
ﬁxed point may be taken as a control parameter of how good our approximation is. The
established values for O(1)-universality class are: η⋆ = 0.25 in D = 2 (exact Osanger
solution [7]), η⋆ = 0.0334 − 0.0374 in D = 3 (ﬁeld theoretical 7-loop calculation and
Monte-Carlo simulations [38]) and η⋆ =
ǫ2
54
for D = 4 − ǫ (calculated by Wilson and
Fisher in [24, 23]). While in D = 2 and D = 3 our results are at least of the same order
with established ones and compare well with results obtained by diﬀerent authors in the

























































Figure 2.1: Qualitative visualization of the RG-ﬂow in the three dimensional parameter
space for 2 < D < 4. The ﬁgures in the left column show the ﬂow projec-
tions onto the planes
 









ˆ e ˜ M2,0,ˆ e˜ x
 
respectively,
where ˆ ei represents a unit vector pointing in the i-th direction. The ﬁgures
in the right column show ﬂow projections onto the planes
 
ˆ e ˜ M2,ˆ e˜ u, ˜ xWF
 
,
{˜ uWF,ˆ e˜ u,ˆ e˜ x,} and
 
ˆ e ˜ M2, ˜ uWF,ˆ e˜ x
 
, respectively. Subscripts G and WF de-
note the Gaussian and Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed points.
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lowest order local potential approximation [62, 63], our calculation predicts an entirely
diﬀerent behavior for D . 4. However, as we will see later, this unsatisfactory result is
just an artefact of the sharp-cutoﬀ regularization scheme.
Let us explore the stability properties of the ﬁxed points. The key quantity for such
an investigation is the Lyapunov dynamical or stability matrix (see for instance [57, 58]).
Due to the Lyapunov stability criterion, a ﬁxed point is stable or attractive, if real parts
of eigenvalues of the dynamical matrix taken at the ﬁxed point are negative. In this
case, the direction of the ﬂow is toward the ﬁxed point. If real parts of eigenvalues
are positive, then the ﬁxed point is unstable or repulsive. In this case, the direction of
the ﬂow is away from the ﬁxed point. If the dynamical matrix has both positive and
negative eigenvalues, then the ﬁxed point represents a saddle point with both attractive
and repulsive directions. If the eigenvalues have zero real parts, no statements regarding
the stability of the respective ﬁxed point can be made.










































   
 
 








ℓ ,˜ uℓ,˜ uℓ→ ˜ M2
FP,˜ uFP,˜ uFP
(2.51)
where quantities ˜ M2
FP, ˜ uFP and ˜ uFP denote the ﬁxed point values of each parameter
and partial derivatives must be thought of being applied to the right-hand side of corre-
sponding equations. In the case considered here, the eigenvalues of the stability matrix
at the Gaussian ﬁxed point in 2 < D < 4 are always positive. The Gaussian ﬁxed point
is thus completely repulsive. On the other hand, the eigenvalues of the stability matrix
at the Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed point have both positive and negative eigenvalues. Therefore,
the Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed point represents essentially a saddle point in the three dimen-
sional parameter space. In Figure 2.1 we qualitatively show ﬂows projected onto the set
of orthogonal cross-section planes through each ﬁxed point. We can clearly observe the
saddle point-like behavior of the ﬂow. Most importantly, in the {˜ xℓ, ˜ Mℓ}−plane both
ﬁxed points are repulsive which has some consequences for our investigation.
Pursuing the goal of calculating momentum dependent correlation functions close to
criticality, we need to determine the full near critical ﬂow of all coupling parameters.
For this, we have to enforce the coupling constants to stay on the critical surface by
carefully adjusting starting values for each of them. The fact that the Wilson-Fisher
ﬁxed point is strongly repulsive in the {˜ xℓ, ˜ Mℓ}−subspace of the parameter space makes
it very diﬃcult to ﬁnd appropriate initial values.
The insuﬃciency of the sharp-cutoﬀ regularization scheme for the estimation of the
anomalous dimension close to the upper critical dimension and the rather cumbersome
ﬁne-tuning procedure of initial values for the coupling parameters were the main reasons
why we gave this up and switched to an alternative scheme. In the next section we
consider the same problem redeﬁned by means of the additive regularization scheme.
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2.3 Additive regularization scheme
The diﬃculties which are caused by using the sharp-cutoﬀ regulator can be avoided if
we use a smooth-cutoﬀ procedure, which we implement via an additive regulator RΛ(k)
in the inverse propagator [38]. The cutoﬀ dependent propagator is then
GΛ(k) =
1
k2 + ΣΛ(k) + RΛ(k)
. (2.52)
At this point, it is not necessary to completely specify the cutoﬀ function RΛ(k),
except that we require it to be of the form






where R(x) is some dimensionless function satisfying R(∞) = 0 and R(0) = 1. The
factor of 1 − δk,0 in equation (2.53) is introduced to satisfy this condition. Without
this factor the right-hand side of equation (2.10) would contain an additional term
∂Λ[RΛ(0)MΛ]. Because the RG eliminates only modes with k  = 0, the projector 1−δk,0
does not aﬀect the RG-ﬂow at any ﬁnite k, while the ﬂuctuation of the zero mode
∆φk=0 can be ignored in the thermodynamic limit [14]. The introduction of Z
−1
ℓ in
equation (2.53) is necessary to preserve the reparametrization invariance of physical
quantities under a rescaling of the ﬁelds [38].
For explicit analytical calculations we shall use the Litim cutoﬀ function [41],
R(x) = (1 − x)Θ(1 − x) . (2.54)






which has the advantage of being analytic, but leads to more complicated integrals.








ℓ (q) + R(q2)
, (2.56)
and the corresponding single-scale propagator




˙ Rℓ(q) = −
Zℓ
Λ





Here R′(x) = dR(x)/dx and ηℓ is the ﬂowing anomalous dimension deﬁned in equa-
tion (2.27). For the Litim cutoﬀ R′(x) = −Θ(1 − x), so that
˙ Rℓ(q) = [−2 + ηℓ(1 − q
2)]Θ(1 − q
2). (2.59)
342.3 Additive regularization scheme
In contrast to the sharp-cutoﬀ scheme, the leading term in the expansion of ˙ γℓ(q)
(2.35) is proportional to q2, if the Litim regulator (2.54) or the analytic regulator (2.55)
is employed. In this case, the expansion of the right-hand side of equation (2.35) for
small q yields for the ﬂowing anomalous dimension






























where R′′(x) = d2R(x)/dx2. For the Litim cutoﬀ R′′(x) = δ(1 − x).
In the simplest self-consistent approximation we expand the momentum dependent
part γℓ(q) of the two-point vertex on the right-hand side of our ﬂow equations (2.30,
2.31, 2.34) to the ﬁrst order in q2. Since by deﬁnition


















this enables us to approximate the propagator on the right-hand side of the ﬂow equations
(2.30, 2.31, 2.34) by
Gℓ(q) ≈
1
q2 + ˜ rℓ + R(q2)
, (2.62)
where








see equation (2.29). The resulting system of ﬂow equations for the coupling parame-
ters ˜ M2
ℓ and ˜ uℓ together with the ﬂow equation ∂ℓZℓ = −ηℓZℓ for Zℓ are equivalent to
the quartic approximation for the eﬀective potential with wave-function renormaliza-
tion [38]. Using the Litim cutoﬀ (2.54), equations (2.30) and (2.31) become
∂ℓ ˜ M
2
ℓ = (D − 2 + ηℓ) ˜ M
2
ℓ −





∂ℓ˜ uℓ = (4 − D − 2ηℓ)˜ uℓ −









1 + ˜ rℓ]−1 is the rescaled propagator at zero momentum. Moreover, with











Equations (2.64–2.66) form a closed system of diﬀerential equations for ˜ M2
ℓ , ˜ uℓ and ηℓ
which can easily be solved numerically. To ﬁnd the ﬂow along the critical surface we
need to ﬁne-tune carefully the initial values ˜ u0 and ˜ M2
0. A typical ﬂow of the rescaled
























Figure 2.2: A typical near critical ﬂow of the coupling parameters ˜ M2
ℓ and ˜ uℓ obtained
from equations (2.64) and (2.65) in 2 < D < 3
Figure 2.3: Qualitative ﬂow diagram for the coupling parameters ˜ uℓ and ˜ M2
ℓ correspond-
ing to Figure 2.2. The size of the arrows represents the velocity of the ﬂow.
The dots mark the Gaussian ﬁxed point (G) and the Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed
point (WF).
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parameters as a function of ℓ is shown in Figure 2.2. In Figure 2.3 we show the ﬂow
schematically in the
 




The Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed point in D = 3 is in this approximation at ˜ u⋆ ≈ 0.942 and
˜ M2
⋆ ≈ 1.022. As can be seen in Figure 2.2, the coupling parameters initially ﬂow very
slowly and stay close to their initial values in the vicinity of the Gaussian ﬁxed point.
At a characteristic scale ℓc they are rapidly attracted by the Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed point,
where the ﬂow is again almost stationary. Finally, at the scale ℓ⋆ all non-critical RG
trajectories rapidly move away from the Wilson-Fisher point attracted either by the
ferromagnetic ﬁxed point, which is characterized by inﬁnite magnetization ˜ M2, or by
the paramagnetic ﬁxed point with zero magnetization, where the symmetry of the system
gets restored. In our case we chose the initial conditions for the coupling parameters
slightly above the critical surface, so that the ﬂow moves toward the ferromagnetic
ﬁxed point with the ℓ-dependence of the coupling parameters ˜ uℓ and ˜ M2
ℓ determined
by their scaling dimensions, ˜ uℓ ∝ eǫℓ, where ǫ = 4 − D and ˜ M2
ℓ ∝ e(D−2)ℓ; the ﬂow of
the unrescaled coupling parameters uΛ and M2
Λ in this regime stops. Figure 2.4 shows
ﬂowing anomalous dimension ηℓ as it follows from equation (2.66). The wave-function













is shown in Figure 2.5. The last graph shows very clearly that the both scales basically
delimit the critical region, since Zℓ remains constant for both ℓ < ℓc and ℓ > ℓ⋆.
What does determine the two characteristic scales ℓc and ℓ⋆? The momentum scale
kc = Λ0e−ℓc associated with ℓc measures the size of the Ginzburg critical region. For










where ˜ u⋆ is the value of ˜ uℓ at the Wilson-Fisher ﬁxed point. This scale can be derived
from equations (2.64) and (2.65) by approximating Gℓ(0) ≈ 1 and ηℓ ≈ 0. In the
intermediate regime ℓc . ℓ . ℓ⋆ the ﬂowing ˜ M2
ℓ can then be replaced by a constant
˜ M
2













where ˜ u⋆ = Dǫ/6. The numerically obtained ﬂow shown in Figure 2.2 further reveals
that the scale ℓc is also characteristic for the ℓ-dependence of ˜ M2
ℓ .











Figure 2.4: Nearly-critical ﬂowing anomalous dimension ηℓ calculated for 2 < D < 4,











Figure 2.5: Wave-function renormalization factor Zℓ in 2 < D < 4, corresponding to the
ﬂow from Figure 2.2.
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In this case the solutions for ˜ M2
ℓ and ˜ uℓ depend exponentially on ℓ, corresponding to
trivial scaling. The unrescaled variables uΛ and M2
Λ then approach ﬁnite limits and also

















Critical exponents may be obtained from the ﬂow linearized around the Wilson-Fisher
ﬁxed point. The table below shows our results for critical exponents η⋆ and ν⋆ calculated
in diﬀerent dimensions and compares them with the results from the exact calculation for
D = 2 [7], Monte-Carlo simulation for D = 3 (chapter 4 in [38]) and ǫ-expansion to the
leading order [24, 23]. Very similar results are obtained using the analytic cutoﬀ (2.55).



















The poor comparison of our results to the established values can be traced to the low
order truncation of our eﬀective potential (2.13), see [51, 62, 63]. This clearly shows the
limitations of a low-order eﬀective potential approximation.
Of course, one could easily improve the approximations presented here. A straight-
forward extension would be to truncate the eﬀective potential Ueﬀ in equation (2.12) at


















Λ one would need to take
into account the ﬂow equation of the lowest n vertices of a ﬁeld expansion. We have
done so up to n = 5; a signiﬁcant improvement of the critical exponents η⋆ and ν⋆ in the
Ising model would however require approximately n = 10, as is known from previous
investigations of the derivative expansion [62].
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2.4 FRG-enhanced perturbation theory
So far we have truncated the self-energy retaining only its marginal and relevant parts.
This is a good approximation for small momenta k. On the other hand, for large k
this approximation cannot correctly reproduce the momentum dependence of the self-
energy which arises from perturbation theory. To the leading order in the relevant
dimensionless bare coupling ¯ u0 = uΛ0ξ4−D, the perturbative momentum dependence of
Σ(k) in the broken symmetry phase is given by [45]



















[p′2 + 1][(p′ + p)2 + 1]
. (2.77)
Equations (2.75–2.77) are only accurate suﬃciently far away from the critical point,
where the correlation length ξ and the relevant dimensionless coupling ¯ u0 = uΛ0ξ4−D are
small.
We now present an improved approximation for the momentum dependent self-energy
which we call FRG-enhanced perturbation theory, since it embeds the perturbative ex-
pansion into a functional renormalization [64] such that it reproduces exactly the leading
order perturbative behavior for large k. However, in contrast to perturbation theory,
FRG-enhanced perturbation theory does not suﬀer from any divergences; it yields an
explicit description of the entire crossover to the critical regime and gives reasonable
results even at the critical point.
Quite generally, the physical self-energy can be written as an integral over the entire
RG trajectory [45],














where Σ(0) = Z−1ξ−2, with Z denoting the wave-function renormalization at the end
of the ﬂow. In general, the expression for the inhomogeneity ˙ γ(q) will depend also on
the momentum dependent parts of the three- and four-point irreducible vertices, as can
be inferred from equation (2.8). To make progress we employ the truncation (2.11a-
2.11c) which leads to the approximation (2.35) for the inhomogeneity ˙ γ(q). Only the
momentum independent parts of the three- and four point vertices enter equation (2.78)
and ˙ γ(q) is then completely determined by the self-energy and the order parameter alone.
While this greatly simpliﬁes the calculation of the self-energy since it leads to a closed set
of equations, solving equation (2.78) remains non-trivial since the solution for the self-
energy must be determined self-consistently. The FRG-enhanced perturbation theory
provides for a non-self-consistent approximation to the solution of equation (2.78). In
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the FRG-enhanced perturbation theory, the calculation of the subtracted inhomogeneity
˙ γ(q) via equation (2.35) is simpliﬁed by keeping only the ﬁrst two terms in a momentum
expansion of the self-energy. This amounts to the substitution
Γ
(2)
ℓ (q) → Γ
(2)
ℓ (0) + (1 − Zℓ)q
2 (2.79)
and the approximation (2.62) for the propagator on the right-hand side of equa-
tion (2.35). Within this approximation, the ﬂow of ˜ M2
ℓ , ˜ uℓ, and ηℓ are determined
from equations (2.64–2.66). A similar truncation strategy has been adopted in [42] for
the symmetric phase of the O(2)-model, and in [65] to calculate the spectral function
of the Tomonaga-Luttinger model. A comparison with the completely self-consistently
determined self-energy is presented at the end of this section where we show that the
error arising from the non-self-consistency of the FRG solution is extremely small. Per-
turbation theory is recovered when the ﬂow of the running coupling parameters is ap-
proximated by their trivial ℓ-dependence arising from their scaling dimensions. The

































where we substituted p = yeℓ−ℓc and used Zℓ = e−
R ℓ
0 dτητ. The asymptotic behavior of
˙ γℓ(q) for small q is ˙ γℓ(q) ≈ ηℓq2. For large q it approaches a constant which, using the
Litim cutoﬀ, is
lim







(2 + D − ηℓ)
D(D + 2)
. (2.83)
In D = 3 the function ˙ γℓ(q) can be calculated analytically for the Litim cutoﬀ. Using
the Litim cutoﬀ [41] given in equation (2.54), we can rewrite the function ˙ γℓ(q) deﬁned
in equation (2.35) as















  1 − |q′ + q|2
|q′ + q|2 + ˜ rℓ
, (2.84)
where ˙ Rℓ(q) is deﬁned in equation (2.59). In D = 3 the integration in equation (2.84)
can be performed exactly. We ﬁnd
˙ γℓ(q) = Θ(2 − q)˙ γ
<
ℓ (q) + Θ(q − 2)˙ γ
>
ℓ (q), (2.85)
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where the functions ˙ γ<
ℓ (q) and ˙ γ>
ℓ (q) are deﬁned by
˙ γ
<










˜ rℓ + (1 + q)2
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At the critical point x → ∞, since the correlation length diverges, so that the scaling
function reduces to the usual one-parameter form
∆σ
−(∞,y) = σ
−(∞,y) = σ⋆(y). (2.93)
The asymptotic behavior of the scaling function for both very small and very large y
follows directly from equation (2.82). For y ≪ 1, i. e. in the critical long wavelength
regime [45], the lower limit of integration may be replaced by zero and all coupling
parameters may be replaced by their ﬁxed point values. Then we ﬁnd
σ⋆(y) ≈ ADy
2−η, (2.94)
























Figure 2.6: Typical behavior of the two-parameter scaling function ∆σ−(x,y) deﬁned
in equation (2.82) for x = eℓ∗−ℓcy. The initial coupling parameters are
˜ u0 = 0.005 and M2
0 = 1.9482092, which yields ℓc ≃ 5.23 and ℓ⋆ ≃ 11.29.






with γ⋆(p) = limℓ→∞γℓ(p). In D = 3 we obtain numerically A3 ≈ 1.075. In the critical
short wavelength regime y ≫ 1 one may approximate all coupling parameters by their











Such a constant plateau is expected from the structure of the truncation employed. In
fact, for k ≫ kc one expects that the momentum dependence of the self-energy is that of
lowest order perturbation theory, see the discussion at the beginning of this subsection.
However, an eﬀective ultra-violet cutoﬀ is now provided by k−1
c which regularizes the
theory in place of the correlation length ξ which is inﬁnite at criticality. While this is
indeed the leading order correction to the self-energy in an expansion in powers of the
bare interaction strength, the correct form of the self-energy should further display a
ln(k/kc) dependence at large k with a prefactor which is quadratic in the bare interac-
tion [42, 45]. The reason for the absence of such a term in the present approximation
is that our truncation for the four-point vertex in equation (2.11c) does not take vertex
corrections into account. In the macroscopically ordered regime kξ ≪ 1, we ﬁnd that
Σ(k) − Σ(0) vanishes as k2, as can be seen in Figure 2.6.






























Figure 2.7: A comparison of two diﬀerent approximations of the self-energy at critical-
ity, as discussed in the text: self-consistent numerical solution σ−
nu(∞,k/kc)
of equations (2.14–2.16) and solution σ−(∞,k/kc) based on the substitu-
tion (2.79) on the right-hand sides of these ﬂow equations.
For the present model it is of course possible to calculate the solution of the coupled
integro-diﬀerential equations (2.14–2.16) exactly without any further approximations.
One obtains completely self-consistent solutions for the ﬂow of the self-energy ΣΛ(k) and
the order parameter, if the truncation of the momentum dependence of ΣΛ and GΛ on
the right-hand sides of equations (2.14–2.16) using the substitution (2.79) is omitted. A
comparison of the completely self-consistent solution σ−
nu(∞,y) for the scaling function
with the scaling function σ−(∞,y) obtained within the FRG-enhanced perturbation
theory, i. e. with the help of the substitution (2.79) on the right-hand sides of equations
(2.14–2.16), is shown in Figure 2.7. Obviously, the relative error due to the substitution
(2.79) is remarkably small, so that we conclude that our substitution (2.79) is quite
accurate.








k2 [k2 + Σ(k) − Σ(0)]
. (2.97)
For two-component ﬁelds, a similar expression is related to the interaction induced shift
in the critical temperature of weakly interacting Bose gas [66]. The parameter α is
deﬁned as α = −256π3ζ(3/2)−4/3 ≈ −2206.19. Within our simple truncation, we obtain
c1 ≈ 0.705, which is comparable with the ﬁeld-theoretical result c1 ≈ 1.07 [67, 68] and
FRG calculation with more sophisticated truncation c1 ≈ 1.11 [52, 53].
Note that our FRG-enhanced perturbation theory can also be adopted, if arbitrarily
higher orders in n in the eﬀective potential expansion (2.74) are included. This is because
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within our approach the ﬂow of the coupling parameters which parameterize the local
potential depends only on the lowest order momentum expansion of the self-energy and
can be calculated exactly as in the usual derivative expansion [62]. Once the ﬂow of the
local potential is known, the higher order momentum dependence of the self-energy can
be determined. Of course, not all models have a structure as simple as the one discussed
here which permits including arbitrarily high orders of the local potential. One may
wonder whether our approach is also useful to describe more complicated systems. It is
certainly expected to be useful in non-critical interacting systems, as e. g. interacting
bosons in two or three dimensions, where a low order truncation of the eﬀective action
should suﬃce [46]. An accurate description of the momentum dependent self-energy of
more complicated and possibly critical systems, such as e. g. frustrated spin models
[69], is a very challenging task which we have not yet attempted. While including all
orders of the local potentials would then be prohibitive, a low order truncation might
yet be qualitatively correct.
2.5 Summary
In conclusion, we have applied the Functional Renormalization Group to the classical
φ4-model in the symmetry broken phase. Following the guideline of chapter 1 we derived
RG-ﬂow equation for the magnetization and self-energy. Restricting the consideration on
the relevant coupling parameters we closed the system of ﬂow equations. The truncation
scheme which we employed combines lowest order local potential approximation with the
lowest order derivative expansion. Hence, our approximation goes beyond the ones used
in similar approaches [52, 53, 54, 62]. We recognized the insuﬃciency of the sharp-
cutoﬀ regularization scheme and performed calculations within the additive smooth-
cutoﬀ scheme. We calculated the near critical RG-ﬂow of coupling parameters, which
is determined by the interplay of two distinct length scales: the critical Ginzburg-scale,
which depends on the strength of the interaction, and temperature dependent correlation
length. We investigated how this scales aﬀect the physical self-energy close to criticality.
In order to do this, we developed an approximate approach which we call the FRG-
enhanced perturbation theory. Finally we developed mathematical techniques which
will be applied in next chapters to more sophisticated models.
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463 Interacting bosons at T = 0
In this chapter, the FRG-formalism is applied to systems of interacting bosons at zero
temperature in arbitrary spatial dimensions. The behavior of such systems is charac-
terized by two exact relations: the Hugenholtz-Pines equality which states the absence
of the energy gap in the spectrum of elementary excitations and the Nepomnyashchy-
Nepomnyashchy relation which postulates the vanishing of the anomalous self-energy in
the long wave length limit. We employ a new truncation scheme based on the non-locality
of the interaction which satisﬁes both exact relations. We obtain RG-ﬂow equations for
the condensate and both normal and anomalous self-energies. These equations can be
closed by means of the truncation scheme employed, which requires introducing addi-
tional coupling parameters. Flow equations for these, as well as for the interaction are
also obtained. We investigate RG-ﬂow of coupling parameters and calculate physical
self-energies by taking account of this ﬂow. Finally, the single-particle spectral density
function of interacting bosons is calculated. The spectrum of elementary excitations and
the damping of quasi-particles are extracted from the latter. Parts of this chapter were
published in [71] and [70].
3.1 Introduction
The model of weakly interacting bosons have been studied with theoretical methods
for more than half a century. Originally proposed as a toy-model for superﬂuid 4He,
the model attracted attention of several prominent physicists [4, 72, 73, 74, 75] 1. The
ﬁrst qualitatively correct description of the excitation spectrum of the dilute Bose gas
was given by Bogoliubov [4] within a mean-ﬁeld theoretical approach. By separating
zero-momentum modes of annihilation and creation operators, replacing them through
the complex numbers and employing a suitable canonical transformation, Bogoliubov
managed to diagonalize the quadratic part of the Hamiltonian and to calculate the
spectrum of elementary excitations. The obtained spectrum was shown to have a gapless
linear behavior at small momenta, which reﬂects the collective Goldstone-mode [15], and
to approach the quadratic dispersion of free bosons at large momenta, where interaction
eﬀects become negligible. Despite the unquestionable success of the Bogoliubov theory,
some points remained mysterious. As it was recognized by Bogoliubov himself, the
crucial assumption of his theory, namely the replacement of annihilators and creators
acting on particles in the condensate by usual complex numbers, violates the particle
number conservation. This ambiguity seems to have been resolved only very recently [77,
78].
1For a nice historical overview see Griﬃn’s review [76].
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First applications of quantum ﬁeld theoretical techniques to systems of interacting
bosons were made by Beliaev already in the very early days of their history [79, 80] (see
also standard text books [81, 82, 83, 84]). Again, a successful quantum ﬁeld theoretical
treatment of bosons at or close to zero temperature is only possible, if zero-momentum
modes of ﬁeld operators are considered separately from those with ﬁnite momenta. By
using newly developed diagrammatic techniques, Beliaev was able not only to correctly
reproduce Bogoliubov results, but also to calculate leading order corrections to the
excitation spectrum. Furthermore, he was the ﬁrst who managed to calculate the zero
temperature damping of quasi-particles in three spatial dimensions. For the long wave
length limit was shown that the quasi-particles damping increases with the ﬁfth power
of momenta and does not depend on the interaction. However, it turned out that
diagrammatic series suﬀer from non-physical infrared (IR)-divergences [85]. Very soon
after Beliaev work, Hugenholtz and Pines [16] reviewed his results and obtained an
exact equality which is now commonly referred to as the Hugenholtz-Pines equality
(HPE). HPE connects both normal and anomalous self-energies at zero momentum with
the chemical potential and postulates the absence of the energy gap in the excitation
spectrum of interacting bosons. Hugenholtz and Pines also proved that HPE holds to
all orders in a perturbative expansion. The ﬁrst extension to ﬁnite temperatures has
been made by Popov [22] who proposed an alternative IR-divergence free eﬀective ﬁeld
theory based on a hydrodynamic Hamiltonian. The extensive development of the subject
was further continued in the work by Gavoret and Nozi` eres [86] who derived low-energy
asymptotic expressions for both normal and anomalous propagators. As last as at this
stage, the problem of weak interacting bosons seemed to be satisfactorily solved.
The situation changed dramatically with the work by Nepomnyashchy and Nepom-
nyashchy [17, 87, 88] who showed by analyzing the skeleton diagram expansion of one-
particle irreducible vertex functions that the anomalous self-energy must vanish at zero
momenta. The obtained result is exact and cannot be reproduced by summing up per-
turbative series to any ﬁnite order. They also discussed infrared divergences of the
normal self-energy and showed how this knowledge can be implemented to reproduce
asymptotic formulas for propagators obtained by Gavoret and Nozi` eres.
After the recent experimental breakthrough in creating Bose-Einstein condensates at
extremely low temperatures [91], the ﬁeld gained new attention by theorists, too. Recent
measurements by using one-photon Bragg spectroscopy [92] conﬁrmed spectacularly the
Bogoliubov spectrum at all momenta. Furthermore, the transition from the weakly to
strongly interacting regime in dilute Bose gases has been realized experimentally by em-
ploying Feshbach resonance techniques [93]. Since it is an essentially non-perturbative
theory, the Functional Renormalization Group (FRG) oﬀers a possible way to go beyond
the description of the weak coupling regime. Recently, several authors showed how FRG
can be applied to systems of interacting bosons at criticality [42, 43] and at zero tem-
perature [95, 96, 97, 98] in spatial dimensions 1 6 D 6 3. However, the eﬀorts of these
works were mainly concentrated on recovering thermodynamical observables. In this
chapter we provide our view on the issue of interacting bosons. Our main interest lies in
the investigation of dynamical single-particle properties which occur at ﬁnite momenta,
such as the single-particle spectral density function. Surprisingly, no calculation of the
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spectral density is known, which simultaneously takes both HPE and NNE into account.
Our FRG-based calculation of the spectral function uniﬁes both exact relations in one
scheme in a natural way which does not require additional non- or badly-controllable
assumptions.
3.2 Functional integral approach to interacting bosons
We consider a system of bosons with zero spin and mass m in an inﬁnite D+1− dimen-
sional Euclidean volume which interact with each other through a non-local repulsive
potential uΛ0(X − X′), where X = (x,τ) with the imaginary time τ = it, and Λ
−1
0
denotes the short-distance cutoﬀ which relates to the ﬁnite extent of interaction or, for
hard-core bosons, to the size of particles. The bare Euclidean action of the model is































where K = (k,ω) is a D + 1−dimensional momentum with bosonic zero temperature




















and   denotes the chemical potential.
The momentum-dependent interaction uΛ0(K) has to obey following properties:
• It should remain ﬁnite at K = 0, i. e. uΛ0(0) < ∞;
• It should be symmetric with respect to the sign mirroring in the argument, i. e.
uΛ0(K) = uΛ0(−K). This requirement is in correspondence to the time reversal
invariance of the action (3.1);
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• It should be ultraviolet regularized by means of the cutoﬀ Λ0, i. e.
uΛ0(K) =
 
u(K) for |k| 6 Λ0,
0 else. (3.5)
Hence, introducing of the ultraviolet cutoﬀ Λ0 essentially corresponds to the map-
ping of the continuous model onto the lattice with the lattice spacing Λ
−1
0 .
The model (3.1) depends on two dimensionless parameters. First, there is a dimen-
sionless chemical potential
˜  0 = 2m Λ
−2
0 , (3.6)
which gives the bare chemical potential   in units of the cutoﬀ energy Λ2
0/2m. Secondly,
there is a dimensionless interaction
˜ u0(K) = 2mk
D−2
  uΛ0(K), (3.7)
which measures the bare interaction in units of the chemical potential related momentum
k  =
√
2m , which is introduced in analogy to the Fermi-momentum in fermionic
systems. Sometimes, the momentum k  is referred to as the inverse healing length [99].
Initially, action (3.1) remains invariant under the global gauge transformation
ψK → e
iλψK, (3.8a)
¯ ψK → e
−iλ ¯ ψK, (3.8b)
with a real valued λ, which is known as U(1)-symmetry. In the U(1) - symmetry broken
phase, bosonic ﬁelds ¯ ψ and ψ acquire non-vanishing vacuum average values, i. e.








where we have assumed without loss of generality that the condensate density ρ0
Λ0 ∈ R.
Setting ﬁelds (3.9a) and (3.9b) into the initial bare action (3.1) and performing some
rearrangement we obtain















  − uΛ0ρ0
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Λ0 (K1;K2,K3)∆¯ ψK1∆ψK2∆ψK3 + Γ
(2,1)













Λ0 (K1,K2;K3,K4)∆¯ ψK1∆¯ ψK2∆ψK3∆ψK4, (3.10)
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where uΛ0 = uΛ0(0). The condensate density is then ﬁxed by demanding the vanishing







In order to distinguish between the dilute and dense systems, it is convenient to











where ˜ uΛ0 = ˜ uΛ0(0). We will call a system for which kip . k  dilute. A system for which
kip > k  will be referred to as a dense system.
Irreducible vertex functions Γ(i,j) entering equation (3.10) can be extracted from this
by taking functional derivatives with respect to ﬂuctuating ﬁeld parts ∆¯ ψ and ∆ψ at the
































where the normal inverse free propagator G
−1
0 (±K) is deﬁned by
G
−1
0 (±K) = ±iω − ǫk +  , (3.16)
while anomalous inverse free propagator does not exist. Note that both self-
















For the bare vertices involving three ﬂuctuating ﬁelds we obtain following expression
Γ
(1,2)











and ﬁnally for the four-legged bare vertex
Γ
(2,2)
Λ0 (K1,K2;K3,K4) = δK1+K2;K3+K4
 
uΛ0(K1 − K3) + uΛ0(K1 − K4)
 
. (3.19)
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The full propagator matrix can be obtained by inverting 2×2−matrix appearing in the







































where the denominator D(K) is given by
D(K) = [iω + ǫk −   + Σ
N







Note that Green functions (3.20) are obtained without any assumption regarding the
shape or strength of the interaction, i. e. they apply to any uniform Bose-condensed
ﬂuid, liquid or gas [85].
Elementary excitations in systems of interacting bosons are given by zero points of
the expression (3.21) on the real axis. The absence of the energetic gap in the spectrum
of elementary excitations follows from the condition
D(0) = 0. (3.22)
The solution of this equation for the only relevant positive value of the chemical potential
is known as the Hugenholtz-Pines equality [16]:





By using explicit expressions for both normal and anomalous self-energies (3.17a),






















represents the Bogoliubov spectrum [4]. It behaves linearly for small momenta, exhibits
a roton-like minimum at some speciﬁc K given by the shape of the potential uΛ0(K) [77]
and approaches the free-particle dispersion at large K. Since in general, the interaction
uΛ0(K) may depend on the frequency ω, too, the elementary excitations may have a
rather complex analytical structure for intermediate K. For small K, each physically
relevant potential can be approximated by a constant in vicinity of the K = 0−point
and hence, the Bogoliubov spectrum reduces to the sound wave-like excitation
EB(K) ≈ c0k, (3.26)
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Due to the Goldstone-theorem [15] which postulates the emergence of a gapless excitation
mode in the systems with a broken continuous symmetry, the Bogoliubov spectrum can
be associated with such a Goldstone-mode. Therefore, we will often call c0 the velocity
of the Goldstone-mode.
Below, we want to calculate the single-particle spectral density function of interacting
bosons, which is proportional to the imaginary part of the real-frequency normal Green
function [81, 82, 83]:
A(iω → ω + i0,k) = −2ImG
N(iω → ω + i0,k). (3.28)
In order to calculate the function A(ω,k), an analytical continuation to real frequencies
has to be done. Apart from the few simplest cases, there is no established recipes how to
perform this analytically. However, several numerical analytical continuation algorithms
were proposed in the past. For instance, an analytical continuation technique based
on the Pad´ e-approximation is described in [100]. Another possibility is to employ the
maximum-entropy approach developed in [101]. As an alternative way, the Keldysh
formalism can be mentioned (see for instance [102]), where one works from the very
beginning in the real-time space but doubles the number of ﬁelds.
After work by Popov [22] and more recent work by Castellani et al. [89, 90], it has
become popular to redeﬁne the problem sketched here by introducing new scalar bosonic
ﬁelds, a longitudinal ψl and a transversal ψt ones, which relate to the original ﬁelds ¯ ψ
















 ¯ ψK − ψ−K
 
. (3.29b)
The notation longitudinal and transversal refers to the corresponding ﬂuctuations re-
garding the direction of the symmetry breaking. The introducing of the scalars ψl and
ψt is equivalent to the mapping of the original U(1)−invariant action onto the quantum
O(2)−model. The advantage of this choice becomes evident in the regime with the bro-
ken symmetry. As it reveals by setting expressions (3.9a) and (3.9b) into (3.29a) and
(3.29b), only the longitudinal ﬁeld acquires a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value,
while the transversal ﬁeld remains gapless. In appendix A we recapitulate the whole
functional integral approach to Bose systems in the O(2)−basis.
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3.3 Second order perturbation theory. Beliaev damping
In the weak coupling regime, the K-dependence of the interaction can be omitted. The






∆Λ0 −iω − ǫk − ∆Λ0
iω − ǫk − ∆Λ0 ∆Λ0
 
, (3.30)





k + 2∆Λ0ǫk (3.31)
denotes the Bogoliubov spectrum. These propagators suﬃce for setting up a perturbative
expansion in small parameter uΛ0. In D = 3, the interaction is proportional to the
s−wave scattering length a [85, 103] and perturbative expansion represents essentially
an expansion in powers of a small dimensionless quantity ρa3, where ρ denotes the
density of bosons. In D = 2, the s−wave scattering length vanishes [35]. In this case,
the quantity 1/ln(ρa2) reveals itself as an appropriate small parameter for perturbative
expansion [104], where a relates to the range of the potential.
Below we brieﬂy sketch main ideas of the Beliaev theory. In order to calculate the
damping of quasi-particles one has to go beyond the mean-ﬁeld approximation. Here, we
will only consider second order diagrams for both normal and anomalous self-energies and
show these diagrams without derivation. For detailed derivation procedure we address
the reader to the literature [79, 80, 85]. The second order diagrams for the normal
self-energy are shown in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.2 shows the second order diagrams for the
anomalous self-energy. Exploiting symmetries of propagators, corresponding algebraic















































where G(1,1) denote the oﬀ-diagonal elements of matrix (3.30) and G(2,0) the diagonal
ones, respectively. The loop Matsubara frequencies can now be integrated out. We
obtain after performing some reordering and analytic continuation to real frequencies
±iω → ω ± 0 (we adopt here the notation used in [85])
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1 ; 2 2 ; 1 2 ; 1 1 ; 2 1 ; 2 2 ; 1
−Q
1 ; 2 2 ; 1
K
2 ; 1 1 ; 2
−Q Q
2 ; 1 2 ; 1
K −Q Q K
1 ; 2 1 ; 2
−Q Q









































ω − E1 − E2 + i0
−
h(−E1,−E2)

















ω − E1 − E2 + i0
−
g(−E1,−E2)
ω + E1 + E2 − i0
 
, (3.35)
where the integration is to perform over the D−dimensional momentum space. Here,
E1 = Eq, E2 = Eq−k and correspondingly for ǫ1 = ǫq and ǫ2 = ǫq−k. Both quantities
g(E1,E2) and h(E1,E2) are deﬁned as follows
g(E1,E2) = 3ǫ1ǫ2 + ∆
2 − E1E2 + ∆(ǫ1 + ǫ2) − ∆(E1 + E2) + ǫ1E2 + ǫ2E1,(3.36a)
h(E1,E2) = 2ǫ1ǫ2 + ∆
2 − 2E1E2. (3.36b)
Expressions (3.34) and (3.35) exhibit infrared divergences. Indeed, for vanishing ex-
ternal momenta K, the infrared behavior of both normal and anomalous self-energies is
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and diverges as k → 0 in all dimensions D 6 3. For this reason, an explicit value for the
upper integration bound Λ0 is irrelevant. It is easy to see, that these divergences arise
from the terms proportional to ∆2 in both g(E1,E2) and h(E1,E2). Although Beliaev
does not mention these divergences in his work [79, 80], he seems to have been aware
about their existence, since he does not consider divergent terms while calculating the
damping of quasi-particles. As we will see below, the self-energies obtained within the
FRG-framework do not exhibit any IR-divergences.
As shown by Beliaev [79, 80], the denominator of full Green-functions given by ex-
pression (3.21) may be rewritten in the following form:
D(K) =
 
iω − Ek − Λ
+(K)
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II (K) + Σ
(1,1)





The damping of quasi-particles represents the imaginary part of the Beliaev continuation









By using expressions (3.34) and (3.35), we obtain from equations (3.40) and (3.39) to
















δ (Eq − Ek − Eq−k). (3.41)
The argument of the delta function can be understood as a decay of a quasi-particle with
the momentum q into two phonons with corresponding momenta k and q − k. Such a
decay is only possible, if k ≈ q ≪
√
2m∆ [83], i. e. the outgoing particles are emitted
within a small spatial angle between them. For correct evaluation of the integral, it is
necessary to expand the argument of the delta function to the third order in momenta,
i. e.

























3 ≈ (q − k)
3,
where θ is the spatial angle between momenta. Hence, for the delta function follows













Finally, after carrying out the D-dimensional integration, we obtain the expression
for the damping of quasi-particles at T = 0 in arbitrary dimensions (Beliaev 1958,
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The interaction enters equation (3.43) with the power ǫ = 3 − D and thus, in D = 3,
the damping of the quasi-particles does not depend on the interaction at all. Since the
stable condensed phase ρ0 should be there in all dimensions at T = 0 we expect eﬀects
due to the renormalization of the interaction to be stronger in dimensions below three
than in D = 3.
3.4 Anomalous self-energy at vanishing momenta
Gavoret and Nozi` eres found that both normal and anomalous propagators have the same









0k2, K → 0, (3.47)
where ρ0 is the condensate density and ρ denotes the density of bosons. Note that
expression (3.47) is an exact asymptotic result. However, as was mentioned by Gavoret
and Nozi` eres themselves, this asymptotic formulas were obtained by simply omitting
divergent terms which appear in the diagrams for both self-energies. On the other
hand, Gavoret and Nozi` eres used truncation in which ΣA(0)  = 0. But this is not
correct, as it was pointed out by Nepomnyashchy and Nepomnyashchy [17, 87, 94]. The
Nepomnyashchy’s argument is as follows: the anomalous self-energy can be represented





where the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side contains terms with a single closed line (the
so-called tadpole graphs) and is thus regular in all D > 1, i. e. it vanishes as K → 0.
The second term in expression (3.48) is infrared divergent. In terms of skeleton diagrams



















A(K − Q), (3.49)






















Figure 3.3: Diagrams corresponding to the IR-divergent terms from equation (3.48).
where Γ(0,3) and Γ(1,2) denote vertices with three ingoing, and two in- and one outgoing
legs respectively. Note that they are diﬀerent from the three-point vertices used in the
perturbative expansion which are given by equation (3.18). The diagrammatic repre-
sentation of equation (3.49) is shown in Figure 3.3. Here, black dots denote the bare
vertices which coincide with the perturbative ones. In author’s notation, equation (3.49)
is exact up to an irrelevant constant factor. In the limit K = 0 and for small internal




















where the upper limit of the integration over momenta q does not need to be speciﬁed
exactly, since we are only interested in recovering the infrared behavior of the anomalous
self-energy. Taking into account the scaling behavior of the interaction u ∼ k2−D/m, we
may guess that the expression in the brackets on the right-hand side of equation (3.50)
can be further simpliﬁed by using following relation [17]
˜ Γ





which yields by setting expression (3.51) back into equation (3.50) an exact self-
consistent equation for the anomalous self-energy. Since the integral on the right-hand
side of equation (3.50) diverges power-law-like in D < 3 and logarithmic in D = 3, the
only ﬁnite solution of this equation is
Σ
A(0) = 0, (3.52)
which might be considered an exact result. As pointed out by Griﬃn in [94], in D = 3
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We will extend this result to arbitrary dimensions later on.
Furthermore, Nepomnyashchy and Nepomnyashchy pointed out that in leading order
in momenta, corrections to both normal and anomalous self-energies coincide. This reads
in the author’s notation as
Σ









where ∆Σ(K) denotes the non-analytical term. Therefore, the diﬀerence between both
self-energies is analytic:




The truncation scheme which we will employ in order to close the hierarchy of RG-
ﬂow equations for irreducible vertex functions in next chapters is heavily inﬂuenced by
equation (3.55).
3.5 Flowing eﬀective action
In order to obtain RG-ﬂow equations for the irreducible vertices we have to truncate the
ﬂowing eﬀective action in some appropriate and physically reasonable way. We shall use


















Here, the cutoﬀ function Rℓ(k) is supposed to regulate momenta only. Again we shall
use the Litim-regulator
Rℓ(k) = (1 − δk,0)Z
−1
ℓ (ǫΛ − ǫk)Θ(Λ
2 − k
2), (3.57)




¯ φQφK+Q − δK,0ρ
0
ℓ (3.58)
denotes the Fourier-transform of the local density ρX − ρ0
ℓ, where ρX = |φX|2 and ρ0
ℓ
denotes the ﬂowing condensate density. The key quantity of our truncation σℓ(K) is
supposed to have the following low-energy behavior:
σℓ(K) ≈ ∆Λ0 − ∆ℓ + iω (1 − Yℓ) + ǫk(Z
−1
ℓ − 1) + ω
2Vℓ, (3.59)
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where the ﬂowing gap is given by ∆ℓ = ρ0
ℓuℓ(0) = ρ0
ℓuℓ. Note that expression (3.59)
resembles in its shape equation (3.55) which follows from exact analysis.
At the beginning of the ﬂow, i. e. at ℓ = 0, the eﬀective action Lℓ[¯ φ,φ] must reproduce
the bare microscopic action (3.1). Therefore, the initial values of introduced dynamical
coupling constants Yℓ,Zℓ and Vℓ should be chosen as follows:
Y0 = YΛ0 = 1, (3.60a)
Z0 = ZΛ0 = 1, (3.60b)
V0 = VΛ0 = 0. (3.60c)
The ﬂowing coupling parameters Yℓ, Zℓ and Vℓ are always generated by the ﬂow of the
eﬀective action. Since we are interested in the physics at low energies, we can take
only terms to the quadratic order in both momenta and frequencies into account. The
presence of the terms which are linear and quadratic in frequency in our truncation
will enable us to study the crossover between the quasi-free regime, where ω ∝ k2 and
Goldstone-regime, where ω ∝ k. In the Renormalization Group language this means that
the scaling dimension of the inverse imaginary time, the so-called dynamical exponent
z, crosses over from the regime, where it equals 2, to the regime, where it eventually
becomes 1.
At this point we can study coupling parameters entering the eﬀective action (3.56)
in order to reveal their scaling dimensions. Usually, one ﬁxes scaling dimension of each
spatial direction [x] = −1 and of the imaginary time [τ] = −z. Scaling dimensions of
the coupling parameters Yℓ and Zℓ are given by
[Y ] = ηy, (3.61a)
[Z] = ηz. (3.61b)
If there were a critical point in the system, then the scaling dimension ηz would be
identical with the anomalous dimension of the phase transition. Hence, we can ﬁnd










(D + z + ηz − 2) = [Z
1/2ˆ φ], (3.62a)
[V ] = 2 − 2z − ηz, (3.62b)
[u] = 4 − D − z − 2ηz = [Z
−2ˆ u], (3.62c)
[ρ
0] = D − 2 + z + ηz = [Zˆ ρ
0], (3.62d)
where ˆ φ, ˆ ρ0 and ˆ u denote bare ﬁelds, condensate and interaction with the corresponding
scaling dimensions (D+z−2)/2, D−2+z and 4−D−z. Finally, from equation (3.62a)
follows expression for the dynamical exponent:
z = 2 − ηz − ηy. (3.63)
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ℓ (±K) = σℓ(±K) + ρ
0
ℓ[uℓ + uℓ(K)], (3.65a)
Σ
A
ℓ (±K) = ρ
0
ℓuℓ(K). (3.65b)
At ﬁnite momenta, the diﬀerence between both self-energies reproduces exactly the low-
energy behavior (3.55) obtained by Nepomnyashchy and Nepomnyashchy and reduces
in limit K = 0 to the Hugenholtz-Pines equality (3.23)
Σ
N
ℓ (0) − Σ
A
ℓ (0) = ∆Λ0 ≡  , (3.66)
which thus is fulﬁlled for all values of the ﬂowing parameter ℓ.
3.6 RG-ﬂow equations for interacting bosons
Irreducible vertices can be found by analyzing the eﬀective action










ℓ. Then, taking functional derivatives with respect to the
ﬂuctuating ﬁelds ∆¯ φK and ∆φK at the point ∆¯ φK,∆φK = 0, we obtain expressions for






















as well as for the ﬂowing three-point vertices
Γ
(2,1)
ℓ (K1;K2,K3) = Γ
(1,2)
ℓ (K1;K2,K3) = δK1,K2+K3
 
ρ0
ℓ [uℓ(K2) + uℓ(K3)]. (3.70)
Note that for Γ
(2,1)
ℓ the momentum K1 is associated with the ingoing ﬁeld, while for
Γ
(1,2)




ℓ (K1,K2;K3,K4) = δK1+K2,K3+K4 [uℓ(K1 − K3) + uℓ(K1 − K4)]. (3.71)
Here, momenta K3 and K4 are associated with ingoing ﬁelds, while momenta K1 and
K2 with the outgoing ones. Formally these expressions are entirely analogous to ex-
pressions (3.13-3.19). In order to simplify the evaluation we will neglect the momentum
dependence of vertices entering right-hand sides of each ﬂow equation. We thus follow
the guideline of the perturbative approach, where the locality of interaction is assumed
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from the very beginning. We will also neglect anomalous vertices involving more than
two ﬁelds of the same sort. In another words we will neither take the RG-ﬂow of vertices
Γ(3,0) and Γ(0,3) in account, nor the RG-ﬂow of vertices Γ(4,0), Γ(3,1), Γ(1,3) and Γ(0,4).
Following the guideline of chapter 1.5 and using expressions (3.68-3.71) for the one-
particle irreducible vertices we obtain RG-ﬂow equations for the ﬂowing condensate ρ0
ℓ,
as well as for both normal and anomalous self-energies ΣN
ℓ (K) and ΣA
ℓ (K). Below we
give a detailed explanation for this procedure.
3.6.1 RG-ﬂow equation for the condensate
Associating the only external leg α1 in the diagram shown in Figure 1.6 for the ﬂow
of the condensate with an outgoing particle, i. e. with the ﬁeld ∆¯ φ, we realize that
the combinatorics for the left-hand side of this equation consists of two possible terms,
the one with an in- (Γ(1,1)¯ φ ˙ φ0) and another one with an outgoing (Γ(2,0)¯ φ ˙ ¯ φ0) condensed
particle. Corresponding diagrams are shown in the ﬁgure below.
1,1 2,0 +
K K 1 1
δ δΚ,0 Κ,0
Here, the numbers inside the shadowed circles correspond to the number of in- or outgo-
ing particles. The ingoing particle is identiﬁed with the arrow pointing to the circle, the

















































In the last line we used expressions (3.65a) and (3.65b).
The combinatorics for the right-hand side of diagrammatic equation shown in Fig-
ure 1.6 includes four possible terms corresponding to following ﬁeld combinations:
Γ(2,1)¯ φ¯ φφ, Γ(2,1)¯ φφ¯ φ, Γ(3,0)¯ φ¯ φ¯ φ and Γ(1,2)¯ φφφ. Since in our truncation the vertex
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ℓ (K;K1,K) ˙ G
N
ℓ (K) + Γ
(2,1)






























where we used expressions for three-point vertices (3.70) and symmetry of the potential
with respect to the sign mirroring in the argument. Equating expressions (3.72) and






















The same equation can be obtained, if we associate the only external leg with the ingoing










ℓ (K) + ˙ G
N





Explicit expressions for both normal and anomalous single-scale propagators ˙ GN
ℓ and
˙ GA
ℓ will be given later on.
3.6.2 Flow equation for the normal self-energy
Now we derive the ﬂow equation for the normal two-point vertex function Γ
(1,1)
ℓ (K1,K2).




ℓ (K1,K2) = δK1,K2∂ΛΣ
N
ℓ (K1). (3.76)
Due to the diagrammatic expression shown in Figure 1.7, the right-hand side of the
ﬂow equation for the normal self-energy ΣN
ℓ contain graphs which belong to three topo-
logic classes. Below we only consider graphs which provide a non-vanishing contribution
in our truncation, i. e. such diagrams which do not contain higher order anomalous
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Note that we used equation (3.74) in the second line of this expression.
























ℓ (K2,K;K1,K) ˙ G
N
ℓ (K) + Γ
(2,2)










[uℓ + uℓ(K1 − K)] ˙ G
N





If we omit the momentum dependence of the interaction, then contribution from the







ℓ (K) + ˙ G
N





Non-vanishing contributions arising from the second-order diagrams are shown in Fig-
ure 3.4. The symmetrization operator S which appears in front of the corresponding
term in Figure 1.7 yields in this case the value Sα1,α2 = 2!/(1!1!) = 2. These diagrams
can be further subdivided into three subclasses: three diagrams where both three-legged
vertices are connected with each other by normal propagators only, two diagrams con-
taining anomalous propagators only and four diagrams with a mixed combination of
propagators. Topologically these diagrams are entirely analogous to the perturbative
diagrams shown in Figure 3.1, which thus provide the initial condition for the RG-ﬂow
of the momentum dependent part of the normal self-energy.
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Figure 3.4: Second order diagrams for the ﬂow of the normal self-energy
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Algebraically, the expression corresponding to the diagrams shown in Figure (3.4) can




































































ℓ (Q;K2,−K) ˙ G
N
ℓ (−K) + Γ
(1,2)




























This expression can be further simpliﬁed by integrating out the loop momenta Q.


















ℓ (K1 − K) + GN
ℓ (K − K1) + 2GA
ℓ (K1 − K)
 
+ 2 ˙ GA
ℓ (K)[uℓ(K) + uℓ(K1)]
×[uℓ(K) + uℓ(K1 − K)]
 
GA
ℓ (K1 − K) + GN





















ℓ (K1 − K) + G
N






ℓ (K1 − K) + GN
ℓ (K − K1) + 2GA
ℓ (K1 − K)
  
. (3.81)
In equation (3.81) we omitted the momentum dependence of the interaction. Finally,
equating expression (3.76) to (3.79) and (3.81) and renaming variables K → Q and
K1 → K, we obtain the RG-ﬂow equation for the normal self-energy:
∂ΛΣ
N






ℓ (Q) + ˙ G
N


















ℓ (K − Q) + G
A













ℓ (K − Q) + G
N
ℓ (Q − K) + 2G
A
ℓ (K − Q)
  
. (3.82)
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3.6.3 Flow equation for the anomalous self-energy
Our next task is to obtain the RG-ﬂow equation for the anomalous self-energy. In this
case we associate both external legs of diagrammatic equation shown in Figure 1.7 with
the outgoing particles. Hence, it is obvious that the left-hand side of this equation
reduces due to equation (3.69) to
∂ΛΓ
(2,0)
ℓ (K1,K2) = δK1,−K2Σ
A
ℓ (K1). (3.83)
The only non-vanishing contribution from the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side of






















ℓ [uℓ(K1) + uℓ(K2)]
= δK1,−K2∂Λρ
0






ℓ (K) + ˙ G
N





In the last line of equation (3.84) we omitted the momentum dependence of the inter-
action and used equation (3.75).
The combinatorics for the second term from Figure 1.7 also consists of the single



































683.6 RG-ﬂow equations for interacting bosons
Summing up expressions (3.84) and (3.85) yields the Hartree-Fock-like contribution to












Again, the non-vanishing diagrams arising from the third term on the right-hand side
of Figure 1.7 can be subdivided into three subclasses: two diagrams connected by normal
propagators only, three diagrams connected by anomalous propagators only, as well as
four diagrams containing both normal and anomalous propagators. These diagrams are
shown in Figure 3.5. The topology of these diagrams reproduces the topology of the
perturbative diagrams shown in Figure 3.2. Hence, perturbative series represents the
starting value for the ﬂowing momentum-dependent part of the anomalous self-energy,
too. The symmetrization operator Sα1;α2 yields again the additional factor 2.


























ℓ (Q;K2,−K) ˙ G
N
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ℓ (K2;K,Q) ˙ G
A
ℓ (K) + Γ
(2,1)
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ℓ (K1 + K)([uℓ(K1) + uℓ(K)]2 + [uℓ(K1) + uℓ(K1 + K)]2
+[uℓ(K1) + uℓ(K1 + K)][uℓ(K) + uℓ(K1 + K)])





ℓ (K1 + K) + GN
ℓ (−K1 − K)
  
.
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Figure 3.5: Second order diagrams for the ﬂowing anomalous self-energy
703.6 RG-ﬂow equations for interacting bosons
If we omit the momentum dependence of the interaction and rename momenta
K → Q, K1 → −K, then the ﬂow equation for the anomalous self-energy becomes
∂ΛΣ
A
























ℓ (Q − K) + G
A






ℓ (Q − K) + GN
ℓ (K − Q) + 3GA






ℓ (K − Q) + GA
ℓ (K − Q)
  
. (3.87)
The same equation can be obtained, if we associate both external legs in Figure (1.7)
with ingoing ﬁelds.
3.6.4 Flow equations for the interaction and dynamical parameters
In order to close the system of diﬀerential equations we need in addition to equations
(3.74), (3.82) and (3.87) ﬂow equations for the interaction uℓ and for the dynamical
two-ﬁeld coupling parameter σℓ(K) deﬁned in equation (3.59). The RG-ﬂow for the
interaction can be extracted from the ﬂow equation for the anomalous self-energy (3.87)




































ℓ (Q) + G
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with the initial condition uℓ=0 = uΛ0.
In order to obtain the ﬂow equation for the dynamical coupling parameter σℓ(K) we
have to consider the diﬀerence between the normal and anomalous self-energies:









The Hugenholtz-Pines theorem [16] manifests itself in the vanishing of equation (3.90)
in the limit K → 0, i. e.









This is true, since the chemical potential   is not a ﬂowing parameter. The fulﬁllment of
the Nepomnyashchy-Nepomnyashchy equality (3.52) can only be achieved if the ﬂowing
gap vanishes in the large ℓ−limit, i. e.
∆ℓ→∞ → 0. (3.92)
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Recalling our truncation (3.59) for the coupling parameter σℓ(K) we may obtain ﬂow
equations for coupling parameters Zℓ, Yℓ and Vℓ by expanding right-hand side of ex-
pression (3.90) in powers of momentum and frequency. It is convenient to introduce
derivatives with respect to the logarithmic cutoﬀ ℓ which are related to the derivatives
with respect to Λ through ∂ℓ = −Λ∂Λ. The RG-ﬂow for the three coupling parameters
are thus determined by following expressions:






























Flowing scaling dimensions ηz and ηy of the parameters Zℓ and Yℓ can be found from
equations
ηz = −∂ℓ lnZℓ, (3.94a)
ηy = −∂ℓ lnYℓ. (3.94b)
RG-ﬂow equations for the condensate ρ0
ℓ, for the interaction uℓ, as well as for the
dynamical parameters Vℓ, Zℓ and Yℓ form a closed system of diﬀerential equations. In
order to solve them we need to specify the propagators entering right-hand sides of each
ﬂow equation.
3.6.5 Flowing propagators
Below we discuss ﬂowing propagators entering RG-ﬂow equations for the coupling pa-
rameters and self-energies. Without any loss of generality ﬂowing full Beliaev-Green






































0,ℓ(±K) = ±iω − ǫk +   − Rℓ(k). Within our truncation propagators (3.95a)




∆ℓ ± iYℓω + ¯ ǫℓ(k) + Vℓω2
Y 2




ℓ (K) = −
∆ℓ
Y 2
ℓ ω2 + (¯ ǫℓ(k) + Vℓω2)(2∆ℓ + ¯ ǫℓ(k) + Vℓω2)
, (3.96b)
723.7 Evaluation of the ﬂow equations for coupling parameters
with ¯ ǫℓ(k) = Z
−1
ℓ ǫk + Rℓ(k). Propagators in this form will be used in order to evaluate
ﬂow equations for coupling constants and self-energies.



























The hierarchy of RG-ﬂow equations is now closed and can be solved.
3.7 Evaluation of the ﬂow equations for coupling
parameters
Below we shall evaluate ﬂow equations for the interaction, the condensate density, and
dynamical coupling parameters Yℓ, Zℓ and Vℓ. If we choose the Litim regularization
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Figures 3.6 and 3.7 demonstrate solutions of equations (3.102)-(3.106) in D = 2
calculated for the initial values of dimensionless quantities ˜  0 = 2m Λ
−2
0 = 0.4 and
˜ u0 = 2mu0kD−2
  = 4. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show solutions in D = 3 for ˜  0 = 0.4 and
˜ u0 ≈ 2.53. In both cases the condensate ρ0
ℓ approaches some ﬁnite limit ρ0
⋆ corresponding
to the real physical condensate which is always present at T = 0. The crossover between


























Figure 3.6: Typical RG-ﬂows for the interaction uℓ and condensate density ρ0
ℓ in
D = 2 calculated with initial values for the dimensionless chemical potential
˜  0 = 2m Λ
−2
0 = 0.4 and dimensionless interaction ˜ u0 = 2mu0kD−2
  = 4.
The vertical dashed lines illustrate both scales which inﬂuence ﬂows of cou-
pling parameters. The momentum kG will be calculated in section 3.9.




















Figure 3.7: Typical RG-ﬂows for the coupling parameters Yℓ, Zℓ and Vℓ, as well as for
the dynamical exponent z and both anomalous dimensions ηz and ηy in
D = 2 calculated with initial values for the dimensionless chemical potential
˜  0 = 2m Λ
−2
0 = 0.4 and dimensionless interaction ˜ u0 = 2mu0kD−2
  = 4.
The vertical dashed lines illustrate both scales inﬂuencing ﬂows of coupling
parameters.


















Figure 3.8: Typical RG-ﬂows for the interaction uℓ (above), as well as for the param-
eters Yℓ and Vℓ in D = 3 calculated with initial values for the dimension-
less chemical potential ˜  0 = 2m Λ
−2
0 = 0.4 and dimensionless interaction
˜ u0 = 2mu0kD−2
  ≈ 2.53. The vertical dashed line corresponds to our estima-
tion for the crossover scale kG, which will be obtained in section 3.9. Note
the diﬀerence in the saturation scale for the parameter Vℓ compared to the
D = 2 − case.


























Figure 3.9: Typical RG-ﬂows for the coupling parameters ρ0
ℓ and Zℓ in D = 3 calculated
with initial values for the dimensionless chemical potential ˜  0 = 0.4 and di-
mensionless interaction ˜ u0 ≈ 2.53. Remarkably, the ﬂow stops at arguments
which are much smaller than the crossover scale kG. The only relevant scale
for these parameters corresponds to the momentum k .
783.8 Renormalized velocity of the Goldstone-mode
the z = 2− and z = 1−scaling regimes determines the behavior of the RG-ﬂow. This
crossover is nicely illustrated by the dynamical exponent z, as shown in Figure 3.7 for
the D = 2−case. The ﬂow of coupling parameters is governed by two scales. The ﬁrst
scale corresponds to the characteristic momentum k  =
√
2m  and is the only scale
aﬀecting the ﬂow of the condensate ρ0
ℓ and wave function renormalization parameter
Zℓ. The second scale corresponding to the inverse characteristic length kG is responsible
for the crossover between the z = 2− and z = 1−scaling regimes. At this scale the
non-trivial ﬁxed point corresponding to the Goldstone regime [89, 90] strongly attracts
the ﬂow of the interaction. The discussion of the ﬂow in the vicinity of the ﬁxed point
and calculation of the momentum kG will be made in section 3.9.
The reason why ﬂow of anomalous dimensions ηz and ηy diﬀers from zero at the
beginning is due to the fact that the ﬂow of both dynamical parameters Yℓ and Zℓ
depends directly on the condensate and interaction. Therefore, for any ﬁnite u0 and ρ0
0,
an inﬁnitesimal change of the ﬂowing parameter ℓ = ln(Λ0/Λ) close to ℓ = 0 gives rise
to a ﬁnite change of both dynamical parameters, which is essentially responsible for the
ﬁnite starting values of both anomalous dimensions.
For large ℓ, the ﬂow of both coupling parameters Yℓ and uℓ approaches zero, while the
parameter Vℓ becomes ﬁnite. In D = 3 this process is very slow. The saturation scale
for the parameter Vℓ for chosen initial conditions lies at ℓ ≈ 1600, while in D = 2 at
merely ℓ ≈ 8. We shall explore the reason for such a behavior in chapter 3.9.
3.8 Renormalized velocity of the Goldstone-mode
The poles of propagators (3.96a) and (3.96b) lie on the imaginary axis and can be found





ℓ + (¯ ǫℓ(k) + VℓΩ
2
ℓ)(2∆ℓ + ¯ ǫℓ(k) + VℓΩ
2
ℓ) = 0,
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At ℓ = 0, i. e. for V0 = 0, Y0 = 1 and ∆0 =  , the only solution which reproduces the
Bogoliubov spectrum is iΩ
−
ℓ . The solution Ω
+
ℓ diverges in this limit and thus disappears
from the spectrum [97]. On the other hand, both the interaction and dynamical param-
eter Yℓ→∞ → 0 vanish in the Goldstone-regime, while parameters Vℓ and Zℓ approach
constant values V⋆ and Z⋆. In this case, assuming k 6 Λ, solution iΩ
−

























Figure 3.10: Results of numerical studies on equations (3.102)-(3.106) in D = 2. The
chemical potential   is kept constant, the condensate density is ﬁxed by the
mean-ﬁeld condition ρ0
0 =  /u0. The plotted curves are calculated for the
following values of ˜ u0, from above: ˜ u0 = 1,2,4,8,12. The corresponding




denotes the inverse inter-particle distance in the condensate.
The velocity of the Goldstone-mode c is directly measurable. Recent experiments [92]
have shown that the mean-ﬁeld velocity c0 provides a good estimation only for extremely
dilute systems. As a Bose system becomes dense, the measured value of c deviates
strongly from the mean-ﬁeld value. In order to study the crossover from the dilute to
the dense regime we keep the bare chemical potential constant and vary the dimension-
less interaction ˜ u0 = 2mu0kD−2
  , where k  =
√
2m  is also constant. The condensate ρ0
0
is ﬁxed by the mean-ﬁeld condition ρ0
0 =  /u0. The ratio kip/k , where kip corresponds
to the inverse distance between particles in the condensate and is introduced by equa-
tion (3.12), is varied from suﬃciently far below to suﬃciently far above the unity. The
ﬁrst limit corresponds to the dilute and the second one to the dense regime.
Figure 3.10 demonstrates the plot of the ratio c/c0, where c and c0 are the renormalized
and mean-ﬁeld velocities of the Goldstone-mode, correspondingly, depicted versus the
ratio Λ0/k , where Λ0 denotes the interaction range in the Fourier-space. The calculation
has been made in D = 2. Since the ratio Λ0/k  = 1/
√
˜  0, where ˜  0 = 2m Λ
−2
0 denotes
another dimensionless parameter characterizing the bare action, this calculation takes
both characteristic parameters of the bare model into account.
We observe a strong dependence of the renormalized velocity of the Goldstone-mode
c on both the interaction strength ˜ u0 and ultraviolet-cutoﬀ Λ0. For small values of ˜ u0
which corresponds here to the dilute regime, the renormalized velocity c does not change
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considerably and takes nearly the same value as the mean-ﬁeld velocity c0 independent
from the choice of Λ0. In this limit the mean-ﬁeld theory yields satisfactory results.
As the interaction and thus the ratio kip/k  increases, the velocity of the Goldstone-
mode is stronger renormalized. The deviation from the mean-ﬁeld value can achieve
more than 50%. The velocity c becomes also dependent on the infrared cutoﬀ Λ0, i. e.
on the lattice spacing. In the dense regime the depicted functions exhibit minima due
to the ﬁnite lattice spacing. In order to obtain a ﬁnite and cutoﬀ-independent value
of the velocity c, the UV-cutoﬀ Λ0 should be extended to inﬁnity which is analogous
to taking continuous limit. Transfered into the real space this means that the ﬁnite
range interaction potential of the lattice model collapses to a point-like interaction in
the continuous limit since Λ
−1
0 → 0.
3.9 Interaction close to the ﬁxed point. Crossover scale
The shape of the ﬂows which we obtained numerically in section 3.7 enables us to recover
their analytical structure for large ℓ. Close to the ﬁxed point we may replace Zℓ ≈ Z⋆,
Vℓ ≈ V⋆, ηz ≈ 0, and ρ0
ℓ ≈ ρ0
⋆ and only retain ﬂows of uℓ and Yℓ. Assuming ω 6 cΛ,
where c denotes the renormalized velocity of the Goldstone mode deﬁned in equation





2 + (ǫℓ + Vℓω









For large ℓ, the leading contribution in the numerator of equation (3.103) arises from the
term which is proportional to ∆3
ℓ in c
(u)
0 . The integration over Matsubara frequencies





















with κD = KD/D, kc = 2mc and ρ0












One has to distinguish between the D  = 3 and D = 3 cases. In the ﬁrst case, the general












 ǫ , (3.114)
where ǫ = 3 − D. This solution has following properties:
813 Interacting bosons at T = 0
• At Λ = Λ0 it yields the initial value uΛ0 in all dimensions. The choice of the initial
conditions is a delicate matter. Since we consider the ﬂow of the interaction in the
z = 1−regime, the initial value u0 should be diﬀerent from the interaction of the
bare model. However, as it becomes clear from below, the ﬂow of the interaction
in the z = 1−regime in D < 3 neither depends on the chosen initial interaction u0
nor on the starting value for the cutoﬀ-parameter Λ directly, but only through the
fully renormalized quantities entering the momentum kc and factor A′
D. Therefore,
we can identify starting value of the cutoﬀ-parameter with the UV-cutoﬀ Λ0 and
the initial value for the interaction with the bare interaction uΛ0.
• For positive ǫ, i. e. for D < 3, it approaches zero as Λ → 0. The asymptotical







i. e. it does not depend on the initial value uΛ0 which characterizes the
z = 1 −regime.
















where Λ0 should be associated with some inverse length scale relevant in D > 3.
For positive ǫ, the crossover from the z = 2− to the z = 1−regime is governed by
the generalized Ginzburg-scale, with the characteristic momentum kG [90, 108, 99]. The
ﬂow of the interaction for Λ < kG does not depend on the initial condition directly.










































For weak coupled regime, where kc ∼ k , this expression coincides up to a constant factor
with the one introduced by Dupuis in [99]. If one assumes kc ≈ kc0 and ρ ≈ ρ⋆ ≈ ρ0,
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then this expression may be rewritten in the form similar to the one, which was obtained





























For the ﬂows shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7 we ﬁnd ℓG ≈ 2.62.












Solution (3.121) explains large ℓ-scales in the numerical result shown in Figure 3.8. As
Λ ≈ Λ0, the interaction stays close to the initial value uΛ0 and vanishes logarithmically
as Λ → 0. The cross-over scale between the two asymptotes can be easily found as








For ﬂows shown in Figure 3.8, we obtain ℓG = A′
3/mkcuΛ0 ≈ 160.
In the dilute regime, expression (3.122) reduces to








Since equation (3.122) represents solution of the RG-ﬂow equation in the Goldstone-
regime, which is observable for k ≪ kc0, the eﬀective IR-cutoﬀ Λ0 can identiﬁed with
the scale kc0. Therefore we obtain for the Ginzburg-scale








which is also consistent with the result represented in [89, 90] and [108].
Solutions (3.114) and (3.121) thus guarantee the vanishing of the interaction for large ℓ
in all dimensions D 6 3. Since the interaction connects to the anomalous self-energy via
equation (3.65b), solutions (3.114) and (3.121) also explain why and how the anomalous
self-energy vanishes at zero external momenta in accordance with the Nepomnyashchy’s
equality [17]. Strictly speaking, the validity of the Nepomnyashchy’s equality in our
truncation is insured only in D 6 3. Whether taking ﬂows of marginal and irrelevant
833 Interacting bosons at T = 0
vertex functions into account can guarantee the fulﬁllment of Nepomnyashchy’s equality
in spatial dimensions larger than three remains unclear. But, since the model becomes
non-renormalizable in the RG-sense in D > 3 [18, 21], the answer is probably no.






which has completely the same form as equation (3.111), if we assume Yℓ ∝ uℓ, which is
obvious from the numerical calculations.
3.10 Exact asymptotic propagators in the infrared limit
Recalling the truncation for the anomalous self-energy given by equation (3.65b) we
might expect for this the following low-energy behavior:
Σ
A






uℓ + αℓǫk + βℓω
2 
. (3.126)
Note that non-analytic terms proportional to |k| and |ω| disappear from the expan-
sion (3.126). This is because the corresponding coupling parameters vanish after aver-
aging with respect to the angular coordinate. We can estimate the importance of each
coupling parameter in the Goldstone regime by analyzing respective scaling dimensions.
We ﬁnd the scaling dimensions of coupling parameters αℓ and βℓ to be
[α] = 2 − D − z, (3.127a)
[β] = 4 − D − 3z. (3.127b)
In D = 2 and in the Goldstone regime with z = 1, expressions for the scaling dimensions
yield [α] = [β] = −1 and we might expect that both introduced dynamical parameters
αℓ and βℓ diverge ∝ Λ−1. Hence, for k 6 Λ the leading order behavior of the interaction
for small K should be proportional to |k| or, correspondingly, to |ω|. In D = 3 the
dimensional analysis predicts the constant behavior of the anomalous self-energy for
small k and ω, but this is not true, as it becomes clear from below.













































The initial conditions of αℓ and βℓ should be chosen as αℓ=0 = 0 and βℓ=0 = 0. For the
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The ﬂow of both parameters αℓ and βℓ in D = 2 is shown in Figure 3.11. The divergence
of both parameters is evident. To reveal the qualitative behavior of this divergence,
we may only retain leading terms in the limit ℓ → ∞. For the denominator of the




























Figure 3.11: RG-ﬂow of the dimensionless ﬂowing parameters ˜ αℓ = ΛD
0 αℓ and
˜ βℓ = 2mΛ
D+2z−2
0 βℓ, calculated in D = 2 for the initial values of the
dimensionless chemical potential ˜  0 = 2m Λ
−2
0 = 0.4 and dimensionless
interaction ˜ u0 = 2mu0kD−2
  = 4.
In this case, both equations reduce to the same form




In D < 3, where uℓ ∝ Λ
3−D, the solution of equations (3.131) has the following large−ℓ
behavior
αℓ ∝ βℓ ∝ Λ
1−D, (3.132)
which explains the Λ−1 divergence of the curves depicted in Figure 3.11 and conﬁrms
the statement of the simple dimensional analysis. In D = 3, the large−ℓ behavior of the
interaction is proportional to ℓ−1 and solutions of equations (3.131) become








for large ℓ. (3.133)
The lower integration boundary ˜ ℓ can be chosen arbitrarily, since we are interested in
ℓ ≫ ˜ ℓ−regime. The integral on the right-hand side diverges for ℓ → ∞, but weaker
than Λ−2 as it follows from the dimensional analysis. Hence, we obtain the analytical













863.10 Exact asymptotic propagators in the infrared limit

























kc = 2mc, and AD and A′
D are deﬁned in equations (3.112) and (3.113).





















































Expression (3.136) reproduces the leading order behavior of the anomalous self-energy
obtained by Griﬃn (see chapter 6.3 in [94]).
We are now in the position to recover the low-energy behavior of the Green func-
tions (3.20). By taking equations (3.65a), (3.65b) and (3.126) into account, expressions







∆ℓ ± iYℓω + (1 + ρ
0





























The divergence of the parameters αℓ and βℓ enables us to expand equations (3.138)
and (3.139) in powers of the small quantity α
−1
ℓ under assumption βℓ/αℓ → const. For











ω2 + c2k2, (3.141)






reproduces expression (3.109). Equation (3.141) reproduces exactly the infrared asymp-
tote of the propagators (3.47), which was ﬁrst obtained by Gavoret and Nozi` eres [86].
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3.11 Hard-core limit
We are now in the position to make contact with the work of Schick [104] who investigated
the hard-core Bose gas in two dimensions perturbatively. As we will see below, in D = 2
the vanishing of the interaction for ℓ → ∞ in the initial z = 2 regime is logarithmic in
Λ/Λ0, which reﬂects the vanishing of the s-wave scattering length [107]. This requires a
modiﬁed perturbative approach in terms of the new small parameter 1/ln(ρa2), where
ρ denotes the density of bosons and a is related to the size of the hard-core disc. In the
z = 2 regime, it suﬃces only to investigate the ﬂow of the interaction, while setting all
remaining ﬂowing quantities to their initial values. Performing the summation over the
















ǫℓ(ǫℓ + 2∆ℓ) and κD = KD/D.
In the z = 2−regime, the Bogoliubov-spectrum approaches the free particle dispersion,





Again, we have to distinguish between the D = 2 and D  = 2 cases. In the latter case,
























where we replaced the UV-cutoﬀ Λ0 by the inverse s−wave scattering length a. In D = 3





which is slightly larger than the scattering theory prediction for the T−matrix
8πa/m (see for instance [85]). However, the accuracy can be improved by adjusting
the UV-cutoﬀ to Λ0 = 3π/8a. Due to equation (3.145), the s−wave scattering length
is ﬁnite in all dimensions above two.
On the other hand, expression (3.145) approaches zero as Λ → 0 in dimensions below






883.12 Spectral density function
Hence, the s−wave scattering length vanishes in all dimensions D < 2. From equa-
tion (3.148) follows an interesting consequence for the anomalous self-energy at zero
frequency and momenta, which thus vanishes also in the z = 2−regime.
Below we concentrate on the two dimensional case. In D = 2, the only solution of


















the interaction does not ﬂow and the Bogoliubov theory







corresponds to the limit of hard-core
bosons, where the ﬂow does not depend on the initial value of the interaction. In this








which reproduces the result obtained by Fisher and Hohenberg [107].
If we now deﬁne the cross-over scale as ǫΛ⋆ ≈ 2ρ0uΛ⋆ ≈ 2ρuΛ⋆, where the scaling char-
acter of the Bogoliubov spectrum is expected to change, then we ﬁnd up to logarithmic
accuracy ln(Λ0/Λ⋆)2 ≈ 1 and thus
Λ
2
⋆ ≈ 16πρ. (3.151)
Hence, the corresponding energy cross-over scale is given by,




which is nothing but Schick’s cross-over scale for hard-core bosons [104], where a is the
diameter of the hard-core disc and UV-cutoﬀ is chosen such that Λ0 =
 
16π/a2. The











In conclusion, we have shown that the FRG-ﬂow equations are able to correctly describe
the hard-core limit, too. A new small parameter for the perturbative expansion in D 6 2
emerges naturally from these equations.
3.12 Spectral density function
In this section we shall investigate dynamical properties of interacting bosons which
occur at ﬁnite external momenta. The main goal is to calculate the single-particle
spectral density function. We can extract from the spectral density function both the
damping of quasi-particles as width of the spectral peaks at half maximum [85] and the
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spectrum of elementary excitations as positions of resonances. Therefore, it is suﬃcient
to calculate the spectral density function in order to obtain the full spectral line-shape
of interacting bosons.
As is well known, the quasi-particle damping can be calculated perturbatively by
analyzing second-order diagrams [79, 80]. The sketch of Beliaev theory of the damping
was given in section 3.3. Extended to arbitrary dimensions, Beliaev damping is given by
equation (3.43). Since in D = 3, Beliaev damping does not depend on the interaction
directly, but only weakly through the condensate, we expect the renormalization eﬀects
in D = 3 to be not very strong. Moreover, as pointed out by Andersen [103] (see
also [109]), Beliaev result (3.43) in D = 3 is valid for any non-relativistic superﬂuid with
the broken U(1)-symmetry in the long-wavelength limit. On the other hand, Beliaev
damping directly depends on the interaction in all dimensions D < 3. Therefore, we
restrict our consideration to the systems in D = 2. Nonetheless, the approach presented
here is completely general and applicable with less modiﬁcation to whatever dimensions.
In order to obtain momentum dependent self-energies in the FRG-framework we need
to resolve the ﬂow-equations (3.82) and (3.87). Without any loss of generality, a mo-
mentum dependent physical vertex Γ(K) can be found from the respective ﬂow equation
by integrating out the cutoﬀ momentum Λ:
Γ(K) = ΓΛ0(K) −
Λ0  
0
dΛ ˙ γΛ(K), (3.154)
where ˙ γΛ(K) denotes the right-hand side of the corresponding ﬂow equation and ΓΛ0(K)
denotes the vertex at the beginning of the ﬂow. In order to calculate real-time quantities,
one has to perform an analytical continuation to the real frequencies ±iω → ω ± i0+,
which then allows the separation of the real and imaginary parts of the Green function
by means of the Dirac identity
1
ω − E ± i0+ = P
1
ω − E
∓ iπδ (ω − E), (3.155)
where P denotes the principle value operator. However, since the structure of the single-
scale propagators given by equations (3.97) and (3.98) implies double poles, i. e.
˙ GΛ = −GΛ   [∂ΛRΛ]   GΛ, (3.156)
this conventional procedure of analytical continuation leads to ambiguities. Therefore,
we decided to abandon attempts to ﬁnd an analytical expression for the damping of
quasi-particles and concentrated on the purely numerical solution of the problem.
Instead of attempting to ﬁnd a completely self-consistent solution, we use a non-
self-consistent approach proposed in chapter 2 (see also [44]). As pointed out in [44],
the full solution is expected to appreciably deviate from the non-self-consistent solution
only for large momenta (at the order of Λ0) or at strong coupling. We approximate
self-energies entering Green functions on the right-hand side of corresponding RG-ﬂow
903.12 Spectral density function
equation by using truncation (3.65a), (3.65b) and (3.59), inserting in the place of the
coupling parameters ρ0
ℓ, uℓ, Vℓ, Yℓ and Zℓ the corresponding ﬂows.
The calculation of the real-time vertex functions was made in two distinct steps.
First, the imaginary-frequency self-energies were calculated for discrete constant values
of the momentum as functions of the Matsubara frequency. Secondly, the analytical
continuation of calculated normal Green function to the real frequencies was made. For
this we employed the Pad´ e-approximant algorithm described in [100].
Numerical evaluation of equations (3.82) and (3.87) requires integrations over respec-
tively internal Matsubara frequencies, two dimensional internal momenta, and ﬁnally
the logarithmic ﬂowing parameter ℓ. For the immediate integration we used well estab-
lished routines from [110]. Nonetheless, it turned out to be a highly complicated and a
very time consuming task.
The determined imaginary-frequency vertex functions exhibit all demanded proper-
ties. For small external momenta and frequencies, the physical dynamical two-ﬁeld cou-

















as predicted by equation (3.59). These asymptotes are plotted in Figure 3.12 in compar-
ison to our numerical calculation. The asymptotical region becomes more narrow, if we
vary initial conditions of the ﬂowing coupling parameters in order to achieve 2mc ≪ Λ0,
where c = 1/
 
2mZ⋆V⋆ denotes the renormalized velocity of the Goldstone-mode.
As predicted by equation (3.134), the leading order behavior of the imaginary-
frequency anomalous self-energy in D = 2 is expected to be proportional to |k| and
|ω|. The results of our numerical calculation are demonstrated in Figures 3.13 and 3.14.
The slope values of the linear asymptotes predicted by equations (3.134) and (3.135)
deviate a little from the values obtained by ﬁtting the numerical data (see the Figure
legend). However, if we think of approximations which have been made while deriving
our result (3.134) and (3.135), it might be considered quite satisfactory. The striking
resemblance of functions shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14 is due to the kind how frequency
and momenta enter equation (3.134).
As pointed out by Shi and Griﬃn in [85], self-energies calculated within the usual
perturbation theory suﬀer from infrared divergences at zero external momentum. Since
our vertices vanish at K = 0, our theory is free of any IR-divergences.
In Figure 3.15 we show real and imaginary parts of both normal GN(K) and anoma-
lous −GA(K) imaginary-frequency Green functions calculated for the small external
momentum k = 0.1mc. This calculation has been done in order to demonstrate that
our numerics correctly reproduces asymptotic equality GN(K) ≈ −GA(K) for small K.
Noticeable is that the position of the minimum of the imaginary part of the normal
Green function is found at the predicted resonance frequency ω ≈ ck.

























Figure 3.12: Infrared behavior of the dynamical two-ﬁelds coupling parameter
σ(k,iω) = ΣN(k,iω) − ΣA(k,iω) calculated with ˜  0 = 0.15 and
˜ u0 = 15. Here, the solid lines correspond to the numerical evaluation of
equations (3.82) and (3.87), while the crosses come from the asymptotic
formula (3.157). The ﬁrst plot demonstrates Re{σ(0,iω)} ≈ V⋆ω2. The
plot in the middle demonstrates Im{σ(0,iω)} ≈ iω. Finally, the last plot
shows Re{σ(k,0)} ≈ (Z−1
⋆ −1)k2/2m. All quantities are plotted in units of








Figure 3.13: Infrared behavior of the physical anomalous imaginary-frequency self-
energy ΣA(0,ω) in D = 2 calculated with the initial conditions ˜  0 = 0.15
and ˜ u0 = 15. The thin dashed line follows from equation (3.134). Its slope









Figure 3.14: Infrared behavior of the physical anomalous self-energy in D = 2 calculated
with the initial conditions ˜  0 = 0.15 and ˜ u0 = 15. Here, the anomalous
self-energy at zero frequency ΣA(k,0) is shown. The thin dashed line shows
the asymptote ≈ 0.74|k| as it follows from equation (3.134). All quantities
are measured in units of kc = 2mc.


















Figure 3.15: A typical shape of both normal and anomalous imaginary-frequency Green
functions in the limit ℓ → ∞. The curves were calculated with the initial
conditions ˜  0 = 0.15 and ˜ u0 = 15 at ﬁxed external momentum k = 0.1mc.
The little deviation of both real parts is due to the asymptotic formu-
las (3.141). Note the position of the minimum of the imaginary part of the
normal Green function which lies at the resonance in the Goldstone-regime,
as well as the linear behavior for small frequencies which is in accordance
to the truncation employed. The imaginary part of the anomalous Green
function equals zero.







































Figure 3.16: Single-particle spectral density A(k,ω) as a function of the real frequency ω
for diﬀerent values of k, calculated for ˜  0 = 0.15 and ˜ u0 = 15 (on the top),
and FRG result for the quasi-particle damping γk (below). The inset in the
plot on the top shows the quasi-particle dispersion Ek which deviates at




k + c2k2 with renormalized velocity c = (2mV∗Z∗)−1/2 (black
dots). The peaks of the spectral function correspond to (from left to right)
k/kc = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,0.5 and 0.6, where kc = 2mc. In the plot below, black
dots are extracted from the spectral density, while the solid line ﬁts them
as γk ≈ 0.194k3/2mkc. The deviation of the spectrum from linearity and
of the damping from cubic behavior becomes visible at the Ginzburg-scale
calculated from equation (3.118).
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We are ultimately interested in the real-time dynamical quantities, such as spectral
density function. In order to calculate it, we have to perform an analytical continuation
of imaginary-frequency self-energies to real frequencies. In the recent decades, several
analytical continuation techniques were proposed [100, 101]. However, all of them suﬀer
from their own speciﬁc disadvantages. We chose the Pad´ e-approximant technique, which
has the advantage to be relatively easy to implement numerically. The routine we used,
implemented the algorithm described in [100]. Although it was originally proposed for
dealing with systems at ﬁnite temperatures, it can also be used for zero-temperature
calculations, if input functions are resolved suﬃciently well. Taking the normalization





A(k,ω) = 1 (3.158)
as a criterion for the accuracy of the calculation, we observe a tendency toward the
higher accuracy as both, the order of Pad´ e approximation and the range of the calculated
imaginary-frequency Green function increase. However, the price to pay for the accuracy
consists of an enormous increase of the computational time. The results which we present
here were calculated within the N = 200 Pad´ e approximation. The imaginary-frequency
Green functions were calculated for ω ∈ [0,100ck) for each momentum k. The achieved
deviation in the norm of the spectral density from the unity is in this case less than
5%. It is obvious that an exact fulﬁllment of the condition (3.158) is only possible, if
the imaginary-frequency Green functions are determined for all frequencies from zero to
inﬁnity. This limit is however not achievable numerically. A typical shape of the spectral
density function of a bosonic system obtained by implementing the Pad´ e approximant
technique is shown in Figure 3.16 for ω > 0. One clearly observes a ﬁnite peak broadening
which grows with increasing momenta. The broadening arises from Beliaev damping
[79, 80]. Both quantities which can be extracted from the spectral density are also
demonstrated in this ﬁgure. The extracted spectrum of elementary excitations is always
well ﬁtted by a Bogoliubov-like expression Ek =
 
ǫ2
k + c2k2. On the other hand, the
damping of quasi-particles always reveals a k3-behavior for small momenta, which is in
accordance with the predictions of the perturbative analysis, compare equation (3.43).
However, the weight α0 in equation (3.43) should be replaced by a function α(˜  0, ˜ u0) of
the relevant dimensionless parameters ˜  0 and ˜ u0 of the model (3.1). For small values
of both dimensionless parameters we nearly reproduce the perturbative result given by
equation (3.46). For instance, for ˜  0 = 0.008 and ˜ u0 = 0.8 we obtain c/c0 ≈ 1.0054 and
α(˜  0, ˜ u0)/α0 ≈ 0.967. As both parameters increase (keeping UV-cutoﬀ Λ0 constant), we
observe deviation of both velocity of the Goldstone mode (see Figure 3.10) and function
α(˜  0, ˜ u0) from the prediction of the perturbation theory. For instance, for ˜  0 = 0.4
and ˜ u0 = 4 we obtain c/c0 ≈ 1.01 and α(˜  0, ˜ u0)/α0 ≈ 0.915, while the results for
˜  0 = 0.15 and ˜ u0 = 15 are c/c0 ≈ 0.669 and α(˜  0, ˜ u0)/α0 ≈ 0.526. The ﬁrst example
corresponds to the weak-interacting regime, where eﬀects due to the renormalization are
expected not to play an important role, while the last choice of the initial conditions
corresponds to the strong coupling regime, because of the considerable diﬀerence in our
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results compared to that predicted by the perturbation theory.
The deviation of the Bogoliubov-spectrum from linearity becomes visible at the
Ginzburg-scale determined in equation (3.118). The same scale is also visible in the
deviation of the Beliaev-damping from the cubic behavior, as it is clearly seen from
Figure 3.16. The Ginzburg-scale is here illustrated by the vertical straight dashed line.
3.13 Summary
In conclusion, we have successfully applied Functional Renormalization Group to inter-
acting bosons at zero temperature. The employed truncation scheme is based on the
non-local character of the interaction, which reveals itself crucial for correct prediction
of the low-energy asymptotical behavior of both self-energies and Green functions. In
contrast to the previous approaches [89, 90, 95, 96, 98] we go beyond the description of
the asymptotic regime near zero temperature and calculate the entire spectral line-shape
of interacting bosons. Our approach takes both Hugenholtz-Pines and Nepomnyashchy-
Nepomnyashchy exact relations into account. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
ﬁrst successful attempt to imbed both relations in one scheme in order to study the
true dynamics. Both dynamical quantities, the spectrum of elementary excitations and
the damping of quasi-particles obey qualitatively the same behavior as predicted by the
perturbation theory. In comparison to the mean-ﬁeld prediction, the velocity of the
Goldstone-mode, as well as the weight of the damping in reduced spatial dimensions are
strongly renormalized. The absolute value of this renormalization reveals dependence on
the initial interaction and condensate. The obtained results can be directly compared
with experimental data.
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The main issue of this thesis consists in the application of the Functional Renormal-
ization Group to interacting bosons with broken symmetry. The physics of Bose sys-
tems in the broken symmetry phase is very diﬀerent from the physics in the symmetric
phase, because of the long-range order which emerges in the system below the critical
temperature. This ordered fraction is taken into account by introducing an order pa-
rameter which can be considered a mean-ﬁeld background. However, the eﬃciency of
the mean-ﬁeld theory in description of phase transitions is restricted, since it does not
take ﬂuctuations into account which become important if the system approaches the
critical point. Perturbative corrections to the mean-ﬁeld results often fail to provide
appreciable improvements in exploring the critical behavior of the system. Since it is
a non-perturbative approach [9, 10, 12, 13, 18, 27], the Renormalization Group (RG)
as a whole, and Functional RG in particular, oﬀers a possible way to go beyond the
mean-ﬁeld theoretical level in description of the ordered phase physics. Applied to the
many body systems in the disordered phase, FRG always yields very accurate results
and sometimes represents the only way to treat systems, which are not achievable by
using usual techniques [37]. For this reason, an extension of the FRG-formalism for
dealing with the symmetry breaking is urgent. The necessary modiﬁcation of the FRG-
formalism has only very recently been done [14] and less is known about the speciﬁcs
of the FRG-treatment of the ordered phase. This fact is the main motivation for the
investigations which we present in this work.
In this thesis we consider two well-known models. As ﬁrst, the behavior of the classical
one-component scalar ﬁeld model close to criticality is studied. In such a system, a
spontaneous magnetization emerges below the critical temperature. In contrast to the
disordered phase, where the phase transition is governed by the interaction [43, 61], an
additional length scale, the temperature dependent correlation length, strongly aﬀects
the behavior of the model as it approaches the critical point of the phase transition
from the ordered phase. The main objective of this part consists in revealing how the
interplay between eﬀects due to the interaction and temperature reﬂects itself in the
critical behavior of the model. It turns out that a qualitatively correct description of
this physics is possible already on the simplest approximate level, where only parameters
relevant in the RG-sense are taken into account. It suﬃces to consider only the ﬂow of the
magnetization and interaction, in order to study eﬀects due to the competition between
the two scales. This competition becomes especially visible in the vicinity of the non-
trivial ﬁxed point, since the interaction dependent Ginzburg-length is characteristic for
the attractive direction of the ﬁxed point, while the temperature dependent correlation
length corresponds to the repulsive one. Due to the competition between the two scales,

























Figure 4.1: Left: The nearly-critical RG-ﬂow of the rescaled interaction ˜ uℓ and magne-
tization ˜ M2
ℓ in the parameter space for 2 < D < 4. The expansion of the
system toward a stable ferromagnetic phase is shown. Right: The nearly-
critical scaling function of the self-energy for ξ ≫ lG, where ξ denotes the
correlation length and lG the critical Ginzburg length. The crossover area is
clearly visible around y ≈ ℓc −ℓ⋆, where ℓc = ln(Λ0lG) and ℓ⋆ = ln(Λ0ξ) and
Λ0 is the ultraviolet momentum cutoﬀ.
from Figure 4.1, where the RG-ﬂow of the rescaled interaction and magnetization is
shown in the parameter space. In the ﬁrst scenario, the symmetry of the system gets
restored, as the magnetization vanishes. In the second scenario, which is illustrated
in Figure 4.1, the system expands toward the stable ferromagnetic phase. The scenario
chosen by the system only depends on the choice of initial conditions of the model. Both
scales determine the behavior of the physical self-energy close to the scaling regime (see
Figure 4.1), where an intermediate area between the critical regime with Σ(k) ∝ k2−η
with the anomalous dimension η, and non-critical one with Σ(k) ∝ k2 emerges.
Quantitatively, our results can be improved by taking irrelevant coupling parameters
into account, which is equivalent to employing of a higher order local potential approx-
imation. However, this requires an extension of the ﬂow equations hierarchy in order to
imbed all coupling parameters. This procedure becomes very cumbersome already on
the level of the four-point vertex function.
In the second part of this thesis we consider systems of interacting bosons with con-
densate at zero temperature. In this case, the continuous U(1)−symmetry group is
spontaneously broken. Due to the Goldstone theorem [15], this implies the emergence
of the gapless excitation spectrum with the linear behavior at small momenta. Mathe-
matically the absence of the energetic gap in the spectrum of elementary excitations is
predicted by the Hugenholtz-Pines equality (HPE)
  = Σ
N(0) − Σ
A(0), (4.1)
where ΣN(0) and ΣA(0) are normal and anomalous self-energies at zero momenta. The
HPE is known to hold to any order in perturbative expansion. To any order of per-







































Figure 4.2: Left: A typical single-particle spectral density function of interacting bosons.
The inset shows the spectrum of elementary excitations extracted from the




k + c2k2 with the renormalized velocity of the Goldstone-mode c.
Right: The damping of the quasi-particles extracted from the spectral func-
tion (black dots). The solid line qualitatively reproduces the perturbative
results for small momenta. The dashed vertical line marks the Ginzburg-
scale, at which the deviation of the spectrum from linearity becomes visible.
in the long wavelength limit, which is a contradiction to the exact Nepomnyashchy-
Nepomnyashchy equality (NNE), which postulates its vanishing, i. e.
Σ
A(0) = 0. (4.2)
The perturbative approach to interacting bosons has several disadvantages. There is
no uniform expansion parameter for an arbitrary spatial dimension. Both HPE and NNE
cannot be simultaneously taken into account by neither of the perturbative approaches.
From this point of view, no calculations of dynamical quantities which kept track of both
relations had been previously done. Furthermore, the perturbation theory for interacting
bosons suﬀers from non-physical infrared divergences [85]. Finally, the strong coupling
regime is not achievable for the perturbation theory.
Most of these diﬃculties are avoided in the FRG-framework. All quantities obtained
within the FRG scheme are ﬁnite, i. e. no divergences occur. The non-perturbative
nature of the Renormalization Group makes it a possible candidate for treating strong
coupling regime. The FRG-resumation of the perturbative series enables one to imbed
both HPE and NNE in one scheme, since the RG-ﬂow of the anomalous self-energy
is shown to vanish in the infrared limit in all dimensions D 6 3. Hence, the correct
description of the dynamics of interacting bosons at ﬁnite momenta becomes possible.
In particular we managed to calculate the single-particle spectral density function in
D = 2, which is shown in Figure 4.2.
In conclusion, we believe that the objectives of our investigation have been successfully
achieved. We believe that we managed to clearly demonstrate the eﬃciency of the FRG-
approach to the symmetry broken phase. We think RG is a most promising way to
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approach the physics of strong correlated systems with broken symmetry. We hope that
further development in the Renormalization Group science will one day bring us into
the position, where it becomes possible to unveil the mystery of superﬂuid Helium and
high temperature superconductors.
102A Bosonic FRG in the real ﬁeld basis
In this appendix we consider an alternative parametrization of the model described in
chapter 3. In this parametrization we map the U(1)−invariant Euclidean action onto
the quantum O(2)−model. The both ﬁeld components of the latter correspond to the
longitudinal and transversal ﬂuctuations with respect to the direction of the broken sym-
metry [61, 89, 90, 95, 98]. We derive RG-ﬂow equations for the vertex functions in the
real ﬁeld basis. Of course, all results obtained by employing this basis are identical with
the ones obtained in the previous chapter. Partially, the material presented here has
been published in [70].
A.1 Functional integral approach in the real ﬁeld basis
The starting point is the same U(1)−invariant Euclidean action which served us as the
initial action in the previous chapter. However we omit the momentum dependence of
the interaction for reasons of simplicity. We consider a system of spinless Bose particles
with mass m at zero temperature interacting with each other via a repulsive contact
potential uΛ0
S[¯ ψ,ψ] = −
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In the U(1)-symmetry broken phase, both scalar ﬁelds are introduced through the
expressions






























where the ﬂuctuating ﬁeld  ψl
K  and  ψt
K  correspond to the longitudinal and transver-
sal quantum ﬂuctuations above the mean-ﬁeld ρ0
Λ0. Mathematically, such a change of
the basis corresponds to the mapping of the initially U(1)−invariant action onto the
O(2)−model. The suitable dimensionless parameters ˜  0 and ˜ u0 of the bare model re-
main the same as given in equations (3.6) and (3.7). The initial action (A.1) may be
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denotes the classical part of the action. Using the notation ∆Λ0 = ρ0




Λ0(K) = 3∆Λ0, (A.5a)
Σ
tt
Λ0(K) = ∆Λ0, (A.5b)
Σ
lt
Λ0(K) = 0. (A.5c)
By demanding the vanishing of the term which is linear in longitudinal ﬁelds ψl
0 we
obtain the usual mean-ﬁeld estimation for the condensate ρ0
Λ0 =  /uΛ0. Thus, three-



















and four-legged vertices are proportional to uΛ0:
Γ
llll
Λ0(K1,K2,K3,K4) = 3uΛ0, (A.7a)
Γ
tttt
Λ0 (K1,K2,K3,K4) = 3uΛ0, (A.7b)
Γ
lltt
Λ0(K1,K2,K3,K4) = uΛ0. (A.7c)
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K′  = δK,−K′G
tt
Λ0(K), (A.8d)
where  XY   denotes the time ordered grand canonical functional average of complex
numbers X and Y . Let us derive relations between Green functions in the both bases.
The correlation functions between ﬁeld ﬂuctuating parts in the initially U(1)−invariant
basis are given by the following expressions
 ψKψ
†
















K′  = δK,−K′G
A
Λ0(K), (A.10a)
 ψ−Kψ−K′  = δK,−K′G
A
Λ0(K), (A.10b)















































It follows that correlation functions of two identical scalar ﬁelds are symmetric under
momentum-reversal, i. e. K → −K, while correlation functions of two diﬀerent ﬁelds





0 − ΣΛ0, (A.12)
where all matrices dwell on both, ﬁeld and energy-momentum space, we obtain explicit
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Λ0(K) −  ][ǫk + Σtt
Λ0(K) −  ] (A.14)









































































These expressions are entirely general and apply to any uniform Bose systems.
A.2 Flow equations for self-energies and coupling
parameters
Approximating ﬂowing momentum-dependent self-energies of the scalar basis in the
spirit of the truncation scheme (3.65a) and (3.65b), i. e.
Σ
ll
ℓ(K) ≈ ∆Λ0 + 2∆ℓ + (Z
−1




ℓ (K) ≈ ∆Λ0 + (Z
−1




ℓ (±K) ≈ ∓iω(1 − Yℓ), (A.17c)








¯ ǫℓ(k) + Vℓω2 + 2∆ℓ −Yℓω
Yℓω ¯ ǫℓ(k) + Vℓω2
 
, (A.18)
where the regularized free particle dispersions is given by







with the dimensionless regulator function R(k/Λ). Because the set of the ﬂowing cou-
pling parameters remains precisely the same as considered in chapter 3 we do not discuss
them at this point again. The three dynamical coupling parameters Zℓ, Vℓ and Yℓ can
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now be conveniently expressed in terms of the derivative expansion of the self-energies
in the scalar ﬁeld basis:
Z
−1






   
k=0
, (A.20a)

















   
ω=0
. (A.20c)
By using truncation of the ﬂowing higher vertices based on expressions (A.5a)-(A.7c),
ﬂow equations for the condensate, as well as for the three self-energies can be easily
















and equations for the self-energies read
∂ΛΣ
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The ﬂow equation for the interaction may be obtained from the ﬂow of the longitudinal
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Finally, the ﬂow equations for coupling parameters Zℓ, Yℓ and Vℓ follow from equations
(A.20a)-(A.20c) and equations (A.22) and (A.24):





































Equations (A.22)-(A.29c) are completely analogous to (3.75), (3.82), (3.87), (3.89) and
(3.93a)-(3.93c) and describe precisely the same physics. Therefore, we do not consider
them any further.
108B Deutsche Zusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird der mathematische Apparat der Funktionalen
Renormierungsgruppe (FRG) auf bosonische Systeme in der symmetriegebrochener
Phase angewandt. Bei der kritischen Temperatur Tc ﬁndet in einem bosonischen System
ein Phasen¨ ubergang statt. Unterhalb der kritischen Temperatur entsteht im so einem
System eine neue makroskopische Substanz, die allgemeinhin als das Bose-Einstein Kon-
densat bezeichnet wird [1, 2]. In nichtwechselwirkenden Bose-Systemen entsteht das
Kondensat in Folge der ¨ Uberlappung der Wellenpackete einzelner Teilchen, wodurch
eine eﬀektive Anziehung zwischen den Bosonen zustande kommt. Oberhalb der kriti-
schen Temperatur wird das Kondensat durch thermische Fluktuationen zerst¨ ort.
Das Entstehen des Kondensats in den wechselwirkenden Bose-Systemen ist durch die
Wechselwirkung zwischen den Teilchen verursacht [4]. Es kann durch die Einf¨ uhrung
eines Ordnungsparameters ber¨ ucksichtigt werden, welcher eine makroskopische Gr¨ osse
darstellt, die nur unterhalb der kritischen Temperatur von Null verschieden ist. Die
Phase unterhalb der kritischen Temperatur wird daher als geordnet bezeichnet im Unter-
schied zu der ungeordneten Phase oberhalb der kritischen Temperatur. Da das Entstehen
einer langreichweitigen Ordnung immer mit der Reduzierung der Symmetrie des math-
ematischen Modells [5] verbunden ist, nennt man die geordnete Phase auch die Phase
mit gebrochener Symmetrie. Je nach dem Verhalten des Systems in der N¨ ahe des kri-
tischen Punktes unterscheidet man zwischen den Phasen¨ uberg¨ angen erster und zweiter
Ordnung. Bei dem ¨ ubergang zweiter Ordnung verschwindet der Ordnungsparameter am
kritischen Punkt kontinuierlich und weist dabei ein nicht analytisches Verhalten auf.
Einige thermodynamische Observablen divergieren am kritischen Punkt mit Potenzge-
setzen. Diese Potenzen nennt man kritische Exponenten. Sie sind universell f¨ ur Systeme
mit derselben Symmetrie, selbst wenn sich diese Systeme physikalisch stark voneinander
unterscheiden. Modelle mit denselben kritischen Exponenten geh¨ oren derselben Univer-
salit¨ atsklassen an.
Die genaue Berechnung der kritischen Exponenten besch¨ aftigte Physiker ¨ uber mehrere
Jahrzehnte hindurch. Die Landau ph¨ anomenologische Theorie der Phasen¨ uberg¨ ange
zweiter Ordnung [6] (und die Molekularfeldtheorie im breiteren Sinne) wurde lange
Zeit als die richtige Theorie des Ph¨ anomens angesehen. Es stellte sich jedoch her-
aus, dass sie nur bedingt befriedigende Ergebnisse liefert. Wie der Vergleich mit weni-
gen bekannten exakten L¨ osungen (wie z. B. im Falle der Ising-Universalit¨ atsklasse [7]),
sagt die Molekularfeldtheorie falsche Ergebnisse f¨ ur die kritischen Exponenten voraus.
Der Grund hierf¨ ur liegt darin, das die Molekularfeldtheorie die Fluktuationen ver-
nachl¨ assigt, welche am kritischen Punkt wichtig werden [8]. Deswegen besteht ein
akuter Bedarf bei der Beschreibung der Physik der geordneten Phase ¨ uber die Molekular-
feldn¨ aherung hinaus zu gehen. Die Abhilfe wurde von Kenneth Wilson in der Form seines
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Renormierungsverfahrens [9, 10] geschaﬀen. ¨ Ubersetzt in die Sprache der erzeugenden
Funktionale [12, 13] stellt die funktionale Renormierungsgruppe (FRG) eine ¨ außerst leis-
tungsvolle und vielversprechende Untersuchungsmethode dar, deren M¨ oglichkeiten weit
¨ uber die Bestimmung von kritischen Exponenten hinaus gehen.
Strukturell gliedert sich diese Arbeit wie folgt auf:
1. Im Kapitel 1 stellen wir den formalen Rahmen der Theorie vor. Wir f¨ uhren
das Konzept der erzeugenden Funktionale ein, leiten f¨ ur diese die exakten
Renormierungsgruppen- (RG)-Flussgleichungen ab und erweitern diese um die
Flussgleichung des Ordnungsparameters. Ein kurzer ¨ Uberblick ¨ uber die Grundla-
gen der Wilsonschen Renormierungsgruppe vervollst¨ andigt diese Einf¨ uhrung und
legt die begriﬄiche Basis fest.
2. Im Kapitel 2 erfolgt die erste Anwendung des entwickelten Formalismus auf das
klassische φ4-Modell. Wir leiten RG-Flussgleichungen f¨ ur den Ordnungsparameter
und die irreduzible Selbstenergie ab, extrahieren aus der letzteren die Flussglei-
chung f¨ ur die Wechselwirkung und erhalten somit ein geschlossenes Diﬀerential-
gleichungssystem, welches dann numerisch gel¨ ost wird. Wir untersuchen das fast
kritische Verhalten des Modells, ermitteln seine kritischen Exponenten und berech-
nen seine impulsabh¨ angige Selbstenergie mit Hilfe des Verfahrens, welches wir die
FRG-erweiterte St¨ orungstheorie nennen. Es stellt sich heraus, dass die Selbsten-
ergie in der N¨ ahe des kritischen Punktes durch das Zwischenspiel von mehreren
unterschiedlichen Skalen gepr¨ agt ist.
3. Im Kapitel 3 wird der FRG-Formalismus auf Systeme der wechelwirkenden Boso-
nen bei T = 0 angewandt. Das Verhalten eines solchen Systems im Limes
langer Wellenl¨ angen ist durch zwei exakte Relationen bestimmt: Zum einen
durch das Hugenholtz-Pines (HP)-Theorem [16], welches in diesem Grenzfall eine
Beziehung zwischen dem chemischen Potential und beiden Selbstenergien (nor-
maler und anomaler) herstellt und damit die Abwesenheit der energetischen L¨ ucke
in dem Anregungsspektrum postuliert. Zum anderen gibt es die Nepomnyashchy-
Nepomnyashchy (NN)-Relation [17], welche das Verschwinden der anomalen Selb-
stenergie bei langen Wellenl¨ angen vorhersagt. W¨ ahrend HP bereits aus der
niedrigsten Ordnung in der St¨ orungstheorie ersichtlich ist, folgt NN nicht aus
der naiven St¨ orungstheorie. Durch die Resummierung der St¨ orungsreihe mit-
tels der funktionalen Renormierungsgruppe k¨ onnen wir die beiden exakten Re-
lationen ber¨ ucksichtigen. Wir benutzen ein Trunkierungsschema f¨ ur die eﬀektive
Wirkung mit nichtlokaler Wechselwirkung, leiten daraus die Flussgleichungen f¨ ur
die relevanten Kopplungsparameter her und l¨ osen diese numerisch. W¨ ahrend die
St¨ orungstheorie infrarotdivergent ist, sind unsere Ergebnisse frei von jeglichen Di-
vergenzen. Wir ermitteln die Crossoverskala zwischen dem quasifreien und dem
kollektiven Regime. Wir reproduzieren korrektes Verhalten der beiden Selbsten-
ergien im Infraroten, sowie das der normalen und anomalen Green Funktionen.
Anschließend wird die Spektralfunktion der wechselwirkenden Bosonen berech-
net. Aus ihr werden dann das Spektrum der elementaren Anregungen, sowie die
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Ergebnis der St¨ orungstheorie reproduziert. Jedoch besteht die wahre st¨ arke un-
serer Theorie darin, dass sie in der Lage ist, kontrollierte Rechenergebnisse f¨ ur
beliebig starke Wechselwirkung zwischen den Teilchen zu liefern.
4. Im Appendix A wird eine alternative Parametrisierung f¨ ur die wechselwirk-
enden Bosonen vorgestellt. Sie zeichnet sich durch die Einf¨ uhrung von zwei
skalaren Feldern aus, welche in Richtung transversal und longitudinal zur Sym-
metriebrechung ﬂuktuieren. Die Wahl dieser Parametrisierung bringt gewisse
¨ asthetische Vorteile mit sich, so erh¨ alt z. B. nur das longitudinale Feld einen
nicht verschwindenden Vakuumerwartungswert, w¨ ahrend das transversale Feld
l¨ uckenfrei bleibt. Selbstverst¨ andlich beeinﬂusst diese Wahl in keiner Weise die
Rechenergebnisse, welche in der ¨ ublichen Darstellung erhalten werden.
Im Folgenden fassen wir den Inhalt der Doktorarbeit kurz zusammen.
Exakte FRG-Flussgleichung
Kapitel 1 befasst sich mit dem Formalismus der funktionalen Renormierungsgruppe. Die
Darstellung des Formalismus richtet sich im Wesentlichen nach [18]. Der Ausgangspunkt
f¨ ur die Herleitung der exakten RG-Flussgleichung stellt das erzeugende Funktional der








dar, wobei der Vektor Φ = ( ¯ φ,φ)T f¨ ur das Quantensuperfeld steht, w¨ ahrend J = (j,¯ j)T
f¨ ur den Vektor der Superquellen. Das Quantenfeld φ kann beliebig viele Komponenten
enthalten, wobei jede von ihnen einer konkreten Teilchensorte entspricht. Die Kompo-
nenten k¨ onnen sowohl Fermionen, wie auch Bosonen oder Teilchen mit jeder anderen
Statistik beschreiben. Das Skalarprodukt zweier Supervektoren ist wie folgt deﬁniert:




wobei das Symbol α einen Multiindex darstellt, welcher f¨ ur die Teilchensorte, seinen
Impuls, Frequenz, Spin, etc. steht und die Integration dar¨ uber dementsprechend die
Spurbildung ¨ uber die Deﬁnitionsr¨ aume der diskreten Variablen (wie z. B. die Teilchen-
sorte oder -spin) und die Integration ¨ uber die kontinuierlichen Variablen bedeutet.







gegeben und die großkanonische Zustandssumme des wechselwirkenden Systems durch





Φ   G
−1
0   Φ, (B.4)
welcher quadratisch in den Feldern Φ ist und einem Wechselwirkungsterm, der eine
beliebige, mit den Symmetrien des Models vertr¨ agliche Anzahl der Felder enth¨ alt.
Die zusammenh¨ angenden Greenschen Funktionen ergeben sich durch die wiederholte
Ableitung des Funktionals Gc nach den Quellen J an der Stelle J = 0.
Es ist bequem ein weiteres Funktional einzuf¨ uhren, welches allgemein als eﬀektive
Wirkung bezeichnet wird. Es ist als Legendre-Transformierte von Gc bez¨ uglich der
Quellen J






f¨ ur das gemittelte Feld steht. F¨ ur das Funktional L wird die Existenz einer unendlichen
Entwicklung nach den Feldern ˜ Φ













˜ Φα1     ˜ Φαn (B.7)
vorausgesetzt, wobei Elemente Γ
(n)
α1,...,αn dieser Reihe als Ein-Teilchen-irreduziblen Ver-
texfunktionen bezeichnet werden. Manchmal f¨ uhrt man ein weiteres Funktional ein, das
sogenannte erzeugende Funktional der Ein-Teilchen-irreduziblen Vertexfunktionen Γ[˜ Φ],
welches mit der eﬀektiven Wirkung ¨ uber die Beziehung
Γ[˜ Φ] = L[˜ Φ] − S0[˜ Φ] (B.8)
zusammenh¨ angt.
Die Herleitung der exakten funktionalen RG-Flussgleichung ben¨ otigt die Erweiterung




Φ   RΛ   Φ, (B.9)
wobei RΛ eine quadratische Matrix darstellt. Sie enth¨ alt die Abschneidefunktionen
(auch Cutoﬀ- oder Regulatorfunktionen genannt) f¨ ur die zu renormierende Teilchen-
sorte als Matrixelemente. Die Regulatorfunktionen h¨ angen explizit von dem Impuls
0 6 Λ < Λ0 ab, wobei Λ0 einen passenden Abschneide-Impuls im Ultravioletten
bezeichnet. Gew¨ ohnlich wird Λ0 so gew¨ ahlt, dass es viel gr¨ oßer als eine charakteristis-
che inverse L¨ ange des Systems ist. Das Einf¨ uhren der Regulatorfunktion entspricht der
Einf¨ uhrung eines zus¨ atzlichen Massenterms, so dass die Fluktuationen im Ultravioletten
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ausgef¨ uhrt wird, werden Fluktuationen nach und nach ber¨ ucksichtigt. Deswegen m¨ ussen
die Regulatorfunktion f¨ ur die i-te Teilchensorte Ri,Λ(K), K = (k,ω), unabh¨ angig von
ihrer Form folgenden Forderungen gen¨ ugen:
• Sie m¨ ussen positiv semideﬁnit, d. h. Ri,Λ(K) > 0, ∀Λ, K und mindestens einfach
nach dem Cutoﬃmpuls Λ diﬀerenzierbar sein.
• Im ultravioletten Limes m¨ ussen sie divergieren, d. h. Ri,Λ→Λ0(K) → ∞, ∀K.
Diese Forderung gew¨ ahrleistet die Unterdr¨ uckung von Fluktuationen im Grenzfall
kleiner Wellenl¨ angen.
• Im physikalischen Limes Λ → 0 m¨ ussen sie verschwinden, d. h.
Ri,Λ→0(K) → 0, ∀K. Dies garantiert, dass die physikalischen Gr¨ oßen am Ende
des Flusses unabh¨ angig von der Wahl der Regulatorfunktion sind.
• Schließlich m¨ ussen sie die Bedingung lim|K|→0Ri,Λ(K) > 0, ∀Λ erf¨ ullen, welche
die Abwesenheit von Infrarotdivergenzen gew¨ ahrleistet.
Leitet man das erzeugende Funktional der zusammenh¨ angenden Greenschen Funk-
tionen Gc[J] nach dem Cutoﬃmpuls Λ ab, dr¨ uckt diese Ableitung durch die eﬀektive
Wirkung
˜ L[˜ Φ] = L[˜ Φ] −
1
2
˜ Φ   [RΛ]   ˜ Φ (B.10)
aus, so erh¨ alt man nach einigen Rechenschritten die exakte Flussgleichung f¨ ur das Funk-
tional ˜ L:


















Hier bedeutet der Operator Tr die Spur ¨ uber s¨ amtliche diskreten und Integration ¨ uber
s¨ amtliche kontinuierlichen Variablen. Die Matrix [G
−1
0,Λ] bedeutet die Matrix der Green-
schen Funktionen des wechselwirkungsfreien Systems, und die Matrix Z ber¨ ucksichtigt
unterschiedliche Statistik f¨ ur die bosonischen, fermionischen, Majorana, etc. Komponen-
ten des Quantenfeldes φ. Entwickelt man das Funktional Γ auf beiden Seiten der Gle-
ichung (B.11) nach Potenzen von ˜ Φ und macht einen Koeﬃzientenvergleich, so entsteht
eine unendliche Hierarchie von Flussgleichungen f¨ ur Ein-Teilchen-irreduziblen Vertex-
funktionen. Es handelt sich dabei um eine nicht geschlossene Gleichungshierarchie, da
die rechte Seite jeder Gleichung Vertexfunktionen h¨ oherer Ordnung enth¨ alt, als die linke.
Damit ist man bei der Behandlung von diesen Gleichungen auf N¨ aherungen und Trunkie-
rungen angewiesen. Es gibt keine einheitlichen Vorschriften daf¨ ur, wie diese zu machen
sind. F¨ ur gew¨ ohnlich verhilft eine qualitative molekularfeldtheoretische Analyse zur
passenden Trunkierung des Funktionals Γ.
Bekommt mindestens eine der Komponenten des Quantenfelds φ den nicht ver-
schwindenden Vakuumerwartungswert, d. h. wird mindestens eine der Symmetrien des
Modells spontan gebrochen, so kann die Flussgleichung f¨ ur diesen Erwartungswert aus
der Forderung nach dem Verschwinden des Flusses vom linearen Term aus der Entwick-
lung (B.7) gewonnen werden.
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Klassisches Skalarfeldmodell
Im Kapitel 2 wird der oben dargestellte Formalismus auf das klassische einkomponentige
Skalarfeldmodell angewandt, welches allgemein als φ4-Modell bezeichnet wird. Seine





























den Abstand zur kritischen Temperatur angibt. Hier bedeutet T MF
c den Molekularfeld-
wert f¨ ur die kritische Temperatur des Phasen¨ ubergangs, a die Gitterkonstante und uΛ0
die Wechselwirkung im nackten Modell. Das Integral in der Gleichung (B.12) wird im
Integrationsbereich 0 6 |r| 6 Λ
−1
0 mit einem passend gew¨ ahlten Λ
−1
0 ausgef¨ uhrt. Da
die Wirkung unter der Spiegelung von Feldern φ → −φ invariant bleibt, geh¨ ort das
Modell der Ising-Universalit¨ atsklasse an, und ist somit eines der am besten studierten
und verstandenen Modellen ¨ uberhaupt. In der symmetriegebrochenen Phase erh¨ alt das
skalare Feld φ den nichtverschwindenden Vakuumerwartungswert M, welcher mit der
Magnetisierung identiﬁziert werden kann. Es muss betont werden, dass es sich bei
der gebrochenen Symmetrie um eine diskrete Symmetrie handelt. Aus der molekular-
feldtheoretischen Analyse folgen Beziehungen zwischen der Magnetisierung MΛ0 und den









for rΛ0 < 0 , (B.14)
sowie f¨ ur die Selbstenergie










Λ0 = −2rΛ0 , (B.15)
welche zum einen die Anfangsbedingungen f¨ ur die jeweiligen ﬂießenden Gr¨ oßen liefern,
zum anderen aber ein nat¨ urliches Trunkierungsschema festlegen.
Folgt man dem im Kapitel 1 skizzierten Formalismus, so erh¨ alt man unter
























′ + k), (B.17)









wobei in diesen Gleichungen GΛ(k) f¨ ur die renormierte Greensche Funktion steht, deren
Form von dem konkreten Regulator abh¨ angt, w¨ ahrend





den sogenannten single scale Propagator bezeichnet.
Da wir an der Physik im Grenzfall langer Wellenl¨ angen interessiert sind, k¨ onnen wir
die Selbstenergie nur zur f¨ uhrenden Ordnung in k ber¨ ucksichtigen, d. h.






















wobei hier der Wellenfunktionsrenormierungsfaktor
Z
−1











und logarithmischer Flussparameter ℓ = ln(Λ0/Λ) eingef¨ uhrt wurden. F¨ ur das Weitere
m¨ ussen wir das Regularisierungsschema festlegen.
Es stellt sich heraus, dass das sogenannte Regularisierungsschema mit der scharfen
Abschneidefunktion inakzeptable Ergebnisse f¨ ur die kritischen Exponenten in der N¨ ahe
der oberen kritischen Dimension des Modells liefert. Deswegen muss dieses Schema
verworfen werden, trotz seines beachtlichen Erfolgs bei der Anwendung auf kritische
Systeme aus der ungeordneten Phase [42, 43]. Wir entscheiden uns f¨ ur das additive




k2 + RΛ(k) + ΣΛ(k)
, (B.22)
wobei die Regulatorfunktion nur Moden mit k  = 0 regularisiert:






Die dimensionslose Funktion R(x) muss den Bedingungen R(∞) = 0 und R(0) = 1
gen¨ ugen. F¨ ur die konkrete Rechnung benutzen wir die Litim-Regulatorfunktion [41]
R(x) = (1 − x)Θ(1 − x), (B.24)
wobei hier Θ(1 − x) die Heavisidesche Stufenfunktion bedeutet. Mit dieser Wahl lassen
sich Integrale in den Gleichungen (B.16)-(B.18) analytisch auswerten. Zur Ermittlung
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D = 2D−1πD/2Γ[D/2]. Die beiden Kopplungsparameter uΛ und M2
Λ sind
somit relevant in den Dimensionen 2 < D < 4. Die Dimension D = 2, in welcher
Magnetisierung M2
Λ marginal wird, ist die untere kritische Dimension des Modells und
D = 4, in welcher Wechselwirkung uΛ marginal wird, heißt die obere kritische Dimen-
sion. Ber¨ ucksichtigt man auch die Flussgleichung f¨ ur die Wellenfunktionsrenormierung
∂ℓZℓ = −ηℓZℓ, so zieht unsere Trunkierung alle relevanten Parameter in 2 < D < 4 mit
in Betracht.
Dr¨ ucken wir die Flussgleichung f¨ ur den k-abh¨ angigen Anteil der Selbstenergie
γℓ(k) = Γ
(2)
ℓ (k) − Γ
(2)
ℓ (0) durch die reskalierten Gr¨ oßen aus, so erhalten wir f¨ ur
ihn folgende inhomogene Diﬀerentialgleichung
∂ℓγℓ(k) = (2 − ηℓ − k   ∇k)γℓ(k) + ˙ γℓ(k) , (B.28)
mit der Inhomogenit¨ at







˙ Gℓ(q)[Gℓ(k + q) − Gℓ(q)], (B.29)

































1 + ˜ uℓ ˜ M2
ℓ /3]−1.
F¨ ur die reskalierten Wechselwirkung und Magnetisierung erhalten wir nach dem Aus-
integrieren der internen Impulse die korrespondierenden Flussgleichungen:
∂ℓ ˜ M
2
ℓ = (D − 2 + ηℓ) ˜ M
2
ℓ −





∂ℓ˜ uℓ = (4 − D − 2ηℓ)˜ uℓ −






























Figure B.1: Typischer fast kritischer Fluss der reskalierten Kopplungsparameter ˜ M2
ℓ
und ˜ uℓ in 2 < D < 4, wie er aus der Auﬂ¨ osung von Gleichungen
(B.32-B.34) folgt (links) und seine qualitative Darstellung im
 




Parameterraum (rechts). Die Pfeile veranschaulichen den fast kritischen
Fluss entlang der kritischen Oberﬂ¨ ache, wobei die Pfeildichte zur inversen
Flussgeschwindigkeit korrespondiert. Die beiden fett markierten Punkte
bezeichnen den Gaußschen (G) und den Wilson-Fisher (WF) Fixpunkt.
welche zusammen mit der Gleichung (B.32) ein geschlossenes Gleichungssystem
darstellen und gel¨ ost werden k¨ onnen. Der fast kritische Fluss der beiden Parameter
ist durch das Wechselspiel zweier charakteristischen L¨ angenskalen ℓc und ℓ⋆ gepr¨ agt, wie
es die Abbildung (B.1) veranschaulicht. Die Skala ℓc = −ln(kc/Λ0) misst die Breite des
wechselwirkungsabh¨ angigen kritischen Ginzburg-Bereichs. Sie kann aus der Gleichung










wobei ˜ u⋆ f¨ ur den Wert der reskalierten Wechselwirkung am Wilson-Fisher (WF)-
Fixpunkt und ˜ u0 f¨ ur den angepassten Startwert der Wechselwirkung steht. Wenn sich
der ﬂießende Parameter ihrem Wert n¨ ahert, d. h. ℓ ≈ ℓc, wird der Fluss der Wechsel-
wirkung vom WF-Fixpunkt stark angezogen. ¨ Uber die internen Zusammenh¨ ange ist ℓc
auch f¨ ur die Magnetisierung ˜ M2
ℓ charakteristisch. In der unmittelbaren N¨ ahe des WF-
Fixpunkts bleibt der Fluss der beiden Parameter sehr langsam, bis er sich schließlich bei
ℓ ≈ ℓ⋆ sehr schnell vom Fixpunkt entfernt. Diese zweite Skala folgt aus der Bedingung
f¨ ur die Endlichkeit der Korrelationsl¨ ange unterhalb der kritischen Temperatur. Deﬁniert

















Als ein quantitatives Maß f¨ ur die Absch¨ atzung, wie gut unsere Trunkierung ist, k¨ onnen
wir den Wert f¨ ur die anomale Dimension des Phasen¨ ubergangs benutzen. Sie kann aus
dem linearisierten RG-Fluss der Kopplungsparameter in der N¨ ahe des WF-Fixpunktes
gewonnen werden. Wir erhalten η = 0.0993 in D = 3 und η = ǫ2/12 in der Entwicklung
nach dem kleinen Parameter ǫ = 4 − D. Diese beiden Werte weichen zwar stark von
der etablierten ab, f¨ ur welche η = 0.0334 in D = 3 [38] und η = ǫ2/54 [24, 23] in ǫ-
Entwicklung im Allgemeinen anerkannt sind. Sie k¨ onnen jedoch verbessert werden, falls
irrelevante Kopplungen mit ber¨ ucksichtigt werden, vgl. [51, 62, 63].
Die beiden Skalen beeinﬂussen das Verhalten der impulsabh¨ angigen physikalischen
Selbstenergie. Sie kann n¨ amlich in der Form eines Integrals ¨ uber die gesamte RG-
Trajektorie














dargestellt werden, wobei hier Σ(0) = Z−1ξ−2. In unserer Trunkierung ist die Inho-




durch die Gleichung (B.29) gegeben. Da dieser Ausdruck die
St¨ orungsentwicklung mit der funktionaler Renormierungsgruppe verkn¨ upft, nennen wir
dieses Verfahren die FRG-erweiterte St¨ orungstheorie (zu Englisch: FRG-enhanced per-

































wobei p = yeℓ−ℓc und Zℓ = e−
R ℓ
0 dτητ.
Am kritischen Punkt k¨ onnen wir x → ∞ setzen, da die Korrelationsl¨ ange divergiert.




−(∞,y) = σ⋆(y). (B.42)
Im kritischen langwelligen Regime, d. h. f¨ ur y ≪ 1, k¨ onnen wir die untere Integra-
tionsgrenze in (B.41) durch Null und alle ﬂießenden Gr¨ oßen durch ihre Fixpunktwerte
ersetzen. Dann ﬁndet man
σ⋆(y) ≈ ADy
2−η, (B.43)


























































Figure B.2: Links: Typisches Verhalten der zwei-parametrigen Skalenfunktion ∆σ−(x,y)
nach Gleichung (B.41). Die gew¨ ahlten Anfangsbedingungen ˜ u0 = 0.005
und M2
0 = 1.9482092 liefern f¨ ur ℓc ≈ 5.23 und ℓ⋆ ≈ 11.29. Unsere Rech-
nung reproduziert das st¨ orungstheoretische Ergebnis ∆σ
−
0 (y) f¨ ur große y.
Das fast kritische Verhalten oﬀenbart sich in dem Ann¨ aheren der Skalen-
funktion an das kritische y2−η−Verhalten um y = exp(ℓc − ℓ⋆). Rechts:
Der Vergleich zwischen der selbstkonsistenten Rechnung f¨ ur die Selbst-
energie mit der Molekularfeld-¨ ahnlichen Trunkierung (B.15). Hier beze-
ichnet σ−
nu(∞,k/kc) das Ergebnis der numerischen selbstkonsistenten Rech-
nung, w¨ ahrend σ−(∞,k/kc) das Ergebnis der im Text beschriebenen Rech-
nung. Man sieht deutlich, dass der Unterschied in der Gr¨ oßenordnung von
2% liegt.
mit γ⋆(p) = limℓ→∞γℓ(p). Im anderen Limes, d. h. f¨ ur y ≫ 1, n¨ ahert sich die Skalen-











Die Ergebnisse unserer Rechnung sind in Abbildung (B.2) gezeigt. Um y = exp(ℓc −ℓ⋆)
sieht man klar den Crossover vom fast kritischen Verhalten der Selbstenergie mit der
asymptotischen Form ∆σ⋆(y) ∝ y2−η zum nicht kritischen, wo ∆σ⋆(y) ∝ y2.
Zusammenfassend haben wir am Beispiel eines einfachen einkomponentigen skalaren
Modells gezeigt, wie die funktionale Renormierungsgruppe zur Beschreibung vom fast
kritischen Verhalten des Systems von symmetriegebrochener Phase aus angewandt wer-
den kann. Unter Verwendung des durch die Molekularfeldanalyse festgelegten Trunkie-
rungsschemas kann die Diﬀerentialgleichungshierarchie auf dem Niveau der Zweipunkt-
vertexfunktion geschlossen werden. Das fast kritische Verhalten des Systems wird durch
das Wechselspiel mehrerer Skalen gepr¨ agt, wobei diese Skalen qualitativ wie quanti-
tativ aus den Flussgleichungen extrahiert werden k¨ onnen. Schließlich haben wir die
impuls-abh¨ angige physikalische Selbstenergie berechnet und den Einﬂuss beider relevan-
ten Skalen auf die fast kritische Physik des Modells nachgewiesen.
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Wechselwirkende Bosonen bei T = 0
Im Kapitel 3 wenden wir den Formalismus der funktionalen Renormierungsgruppe auf
die wechselwirkenden Bosonen bei T = 0 an. Die mikroskopische Euklidische Wirkung
des Modells ist durch
S[¯ ψ,ψ] = −
 
K






gegeben, wobei K = (k,ω) den D+1−dimensionalen Impuls mit der imagin¨ aren Matsu-
bara Frequenz ω bezeichnet. Des Weiteren bezeichnet hier ǫk = k2/(2m) die Disper-
sion der freien Bosonen mit Masse m,   das chemische Potential, uΛ0(K) = uΛ0(−K)
die nicht-lokale Wechselwirkung und ρK =
 
Q
¯ ψQψQ+K die Fourier-Transformierte der










deﬁniert. Die Regularisierung des Wechselwirkungsterms durch einen Abschneideimpuls
Λ0 im Ultravioletten ist vorausgesetzt. Im Falle der Hard-Core-Bosonen bezieht sich Λ0
auf den Durchmesser der Bosonen und sonst auf die Reichweite der Wechselwirkung. Die
Wirkung (B.46) bleibt invariant unter der globalen Eichtransformation ψK → eiλ ψK,
¯ ψK → e−iλ ¯ ψK mit reellem λ, d. h. das Modell geh¨ ort der U(1)-Invarianzklasse an. Es
h¨ angt von zwei dimensionslosen Parametern ab: Zum einen ist es ˜  0 = 2m Λ
−2
0 , welches
das chemische Potential in Einheiten der Abschneideenergie Λ2
0/2m angibt, zum anderen
die dimensionslose Wechselwirkung ˜ u0(K) = 2mkD−2
  uΛ0(K) in Einheiten des charak-
teristischen Impulses k  =
√
2m , welcher in Analogie zum Fermiimpuls fermionischer
Systeme eingef¨ uhrt wird.
Wird die U(1)-Symmetrie gebrochen, so erhalten Quantenfelder einen nicht ver-
schwindenden Vakuumerwartungswert








Setzt man Ausdr¨ ucke (B.48a) und (B.48b) in die Wirkung (B.46) ein und separiert diese
nach den Potenzen von ﬂuktuierenden Feldern um, so erh¨ alt man
































Λ0 (K1;K2,K3)∆¯ ψK1∆ψK2∆ψK3 + Γ
(2,1)













Λ0 (K1,K2;K3,K4)∆¯ ψK1∆¯ ψK2∆ψK3∆ψK4, (B.49)
wobei ˜ S[∆ ¯ ψ,∆ψ] Terme zu nullter und linearer Ordnung in den ﬂuktuierenden Feldern








wobei uΛ0 = uΛ0(0). Die beiden hier eingef¨ uhrten nackten Selbstenergien, die normale
ΣN
Λ0(±K) und die anomale ΣA











Zum anderen erhalten wir f¨ ur die h¨ oheren Vertizes:
Γ
(1,2)






Λ0[uΛ0(K1 + K2) + uΛ0(K1 + K3)], (B.52)
Γ
(2,2)
Λ0 (K1,K2;K3,K4) = δK1+K2,K3+K4[uΛ0(K1 + K3) + uΛ0(K1 + K4)]. (B.53)
Schließlich ist die Greensche Funktion des freien Systems durch
G
−1
0 (±K) = ±iω − ǫk +   (B.54)
gegeben. Mit wenigen ¨ Anderungen werden diese Ausdr¨ ucke als Trunkierung f¨ ur die
Renormierungsgruppenanalyse dienen.
Die Matrix der vollen Propagatoren k¨ onnen wir durch das Invertieren des quadratis-
chen Terms aus der Wirkung (B.49) ermitteln. Man beachte, dass diese Invertierung in
den beiden R¨ aumen, dem Fourier- und dem Quantenfeldraum ausgef¨ uhrt werden muss.



























wobei der Nenner durch
D(K) = [iω + ǫk −   + Σ
N







gegeben ist. Die Nullstellen des Nenners (B.56) geben die elementaren Anregungen an.
Die Abwesenheit der Energiel¨ ucke im Spektrum der elementaren Anregungen folgt aus
der Bedingung D(0) = 0, welche nach Umstellung die Hugenholtz-Pines-Beziehung [16]

















Λ0uΛ0(K)] das Bogoliubov-Spektrum bezeichnet.
Beliaev untersuchte das Modell (B.49) st¨ orungstheoretisch und leitete den Ausdruck
f¨ ur die D¨ ampfung der Quasiteilchen ab. In beliebiger Dimension kann man die Beliaev-




















und k0 = 2mc0, wobei c0 =
 
ρ0
Λ0uΛ0/m die Geschwindigkeit der l¨ uckenlosen Goldstone-
Mode [15] bezeichnet.
In einer Reihe von Arbeiten [17, 87, 88] wiesen Nepomnyashchy und Nepomnyashchy
exakt nach, dass die anomale Selbstenergie im Limes langer Wellenl¨ angen verschwindet.
Hierf¨ ur untersuchten sie die Skeletondiagramme f¨ ur die anomale Selbstenergie. Unter







und Vernachl¨ assigung der Impulsabh¨ angigkeit der Dreipunktvertizes erhalten sie eine
Integralgleichung, welche als eine exakte Selbstkonsistenzgleichung angesehen werden
kann. Die einzige physikalisch relevante L¨ osung dieser Gleichung lautet
Σ
A(0) = 0. (B.62)
Diese Tatsache kann zu keiner Ordnung in der St¨ orungsentwicklung reproduziert wer-
den. Sie kann allerdings mittels der RG-theoretischen Resummierung der St¨ orungsreihe
bewiesen werden.
122F¨ ur unseren FRG-Zugang zu den wechselwirkenden Bosonen benutzen wir folgende
Trunkierung des erzeugenden Funktionals der Ein-Teilchen-irreduziblen Vertexfunktio-












¯ φQφK+Q − δK,0ρ
0
ℓ (B.64)
ausgedr¨ uckt ist, mit dem ﬂießenden Kondensat ρ0
ℓ. Die Gr¨ oße






+ iω (1 − Yℓ) + ǫk(Z
−1
ℓ − 1) + ω
2Vℓ, (B.65)
welche den Crossover vom ω ∝ k2−Regime zum ω ∝ k−Regime beschreibt, wird nur
durch den RG-Fluss erzeugt und muss dementsprechend am Anfang des Flusses ver-
schwinden. Diese Forderung legt die Anfangsbedingungen f¨ ur die ﬂießende L¨ ucke ∆ℓ
und Kopplungsparameter Yℓ, Zℓ und Vℓ auf ∆0 = ρ0
0u0 =  , Y0 = Z0 = 1 und V0 = 0
fest. F¨ ur die ﬂießenden Selbstenergien ﬁnden wir
Σ
N
ℓ (±K) = σℓ(K) + ρ
0
ℓ(uℓ + uℓ(K)), (B.66a)
Σ
A
ℓ (±K) = ρ
0
ℓuℓ(K), (B.66b)
wogegen die ﬂießenden Dreipunkt- und Vierpunktvertizes die Form (B.52) und (B.53)
beibehalten, mit dem Unterschied, dass die nackten Kopplungskonstanten durch die
ﬂießenden ersetzt werden m¨ ussen. Diese Ausdr¨ ucke verwenden wir als Trunkierung f¨ ur
die Vertizes auf der rechten Seite der jeweiligen Flussgleichung. Bei der Herleitung von
RG-Flussgleichungen f¨ ur das Kondensat und die beiden Selbstenergien verwenden wir
erneut das Litim-Regularisierungsschema [41]










Die wichtigste Vereinfachung besteht dabei in der Vernachl¨ assigung der Im-
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(B.70)
erhalten. Gleichung (B.68) beschreibt den Fluss des Kondensats, w¨ ahrend Gleichung-
en (B.69) und (B.70) den Fluss der normalen und anomalen Selbstenergie. In unserer




∆ℓ ± iYℓω + ¯ ǫℓ(k) + Vℓω2
Y 2




ℓ (K) = −
∆ℓ
Y 2
ℓ ω2 + (¯ ǫℓ(k) + Vℓω2)(2∆ℓ + ¯ ǫℓ(k) + Vℓω2)
, (B.71b)
wobei ¯ ǫℓ(k) = Z
−1
ℓ ǫk+Rℓ(k). Die single scale Propagatoren werden aus den Beziehungen
˙ G
N

























erhalten. Somit wird das Hugenholtz-Pines-Theorem f¨ ur alle Werte von Λ erf¨ ullt, wie





















und die Flussgleichungen f¨ ur die Parameter Yℓ, Zℓ und Vℓ






























Die Skalendimensionen ηz und ηy der beiden Parameter Zℓ und Yℓ erh¨ alt man aus
ηz = −∂ℓ lnZℓ, (B.77a)
ηy = −∂ℓ lnYℓ. (B.77b)
Sie entsprechen den anomalen Dimensionen des Modells. Die Skalendimension der tem-
por¨ aren Variable z, die auch dynamischer Exponent genannt wird, h¨ angt mit den beiden
anomalen Dimensionen ¨ uber die Beziehung
z = 2 − ηz − ηy (B.78)
zusammen und stellt ein n¨ utzliches Instrument zur Veranschaulichung des Crossovers
zwischen dem quasifreien (z = 2) und dem Goldstone-Regime (z = 1) dar.
In der Abbildung (B.3) zeigen wir die Ergebnisse der numerischen L¨ osung der Glei-
chungen (B.68), (B.75) und (B.76a)-(B.76c) in D = 2. Wie erwartet ﬂießt das Kondensat
gegen einen konstanten Wert ρ0
⋆. Der Crossover zwischen dem quasifreien und dem
Goldstone-Regime oﬀenbart sich im Verschwinden des Parameters Yℓ f¨ ur große ℓ mit der
gleichzeitigen Saturierung des Flusses von Vℓ. Diese Tatsache ¨ außert sich auch in der
¨ Anderung des dynamischen Exponenten z von z = 2 am Anfang des Flusses zu z = 1
f¨ ur große ℓ. Schließlich verschwindet die Wechselwirkung uℓ im physikalischen Limes.
¨ Ahnliches Verhalten der Fl¨ usse wurde auch in D = 3 gefunden, mit dem Unterschied,
dass die relevanten ℓ-Skalen um ein Mehrfaches gr¨ oßer sind. Der Grund daf¨ ur liegt in
dem unterschiedlichen asymptotischen Verhalten der Kopplungsparameter f¨ ur ℓ → ∞.
In diesem Limes kann man in Gleichungen (B.68), (B.75) und (B.76a)-(B.76c) ρ0
ℓ, Zℓ
und Vℓ durch ihre Fixpunktwerte ersetzen. Dann erhalten wir f¨ ur die Wechselwirkung
uℓ ≈

        































































Figure B.3: Typischer RG-Fluss der Kopplungsparameter uℓ (oben links), ρ0
ℓ (oben
rechts), Yℓ, Zℓ und Vℓ (unten links), sowie des dynamischen Exponenten
und der anomalen Dimensionen ηz und ηy (unten rechts) in 1 < D < 3.
Die gew¨ ahlten Anfangsbedingungen sind ˜  0 = 2m Λ
−2
0 = 0.4 und ˜ u0 =
2mu0kD−2
  = 4 mit D = 2.














kc = 2mc, κD = KD/D, ρ0
⋆ = Z⋆ρ, wobei ρ die Dichte der Bosonen bedeutet, und der






wobei V⋆ und Z⋆ die Fixpunktwerte entsprechender Parameter bezeichnen. Die
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for D = 3.
(B.82)
Analoges Ergebnis kann man auch f¨ ur den Kopplungsparameter Yℓ erhalten. Da die
anomale Selbstenergie von der Wechselwirkung abh¨ angt, verschwindet sie ebenfalls im
Limes ℓ → ∞, was genau der Aussage der Nepomnyashchy-Nepomnyashchy-Relation
entspricht.
126Als ein wichtiges Zwischenergebnis haben wir die exakte asymptotische Form der
Propagatoren (vgl. [86]) reproduziert. F¨ ur ihre Herleitung ist die Impulsabh¨ angigkeit
der Wechselwirkung von entscheidender Bedeutung. Zur f¨ uhrenden Ordnung in k und
ω kann uℓ(K) wie folgt entwickelt werden:




Es stellt sich heraus, dass die Fl¨ usse der beiden neueingef¨ uhrten Parametern αℓ und βℓ
im Limes ℓ → ∞ divergieren, und zwar wie





(D−1)ℓ, D < 3,
ℓ
−1e
2ℓ, D = 3.
(B.84)
Wichtig ist, dass die Divergenz in D = 3 schw¨ acher ist, als exp(2ℓ), denn dies besagt
das asymptotische Verschwinden der anomalen Selbstenergie im Limes k → 0, ω → 0
in D = 3. Wenn wir jetzt die Entwicklung (B.83) in den Ausdruck f¨ ur die Greenschen
Funktionen (B.55) einsetzen, so ﬁnden wir zur f¨ uhrenden Ordnung in der Entwicklung













ω2 + c2k2. (B.85)
Das ist exakt das Ergebnis von Gavoret und Nozi` eres [86].
Als n¨ achstes k¨ onnen wir die Schick-Skala f¨ ur das entartete Gas von Hard-Core-
Bosonen [104] in D = 2 aus den Flussgleichungen extrahieren. W¨ ahrend die
St¨ orungstheorie in D = 3 im Wesentlichen als Entwicklung nach der kleinen Gr¨ oße
u0 ∝ ρa3 [79, 85, 103] deﬁniert ist, wobei a f¨ ur die s-Wellenstreul¨ ange steht, ist es in
D = 2 anders. In D = 2 und bei T = 0 verschwindet n¨ amlich die s-Wellenstreul¨ ange,
die St¨ orungsentwicklung kann aber in der relevanten kleinen Gr¨ oße 1/ln(ρa2), ρa2 ≪ 1
deﬁniert werden, wobei ρ die Dichte der Bosonen und a die Reichweite des Potentials
sind. Setzt man den Parameter Yℓ, Zℓ und Vℓ und ρℓ auf ihre Anfangswerte und l¨ ost
die Gleichung f¨ ur die Wechselwirkung (B.75) im Grenzfall langer Wellenl¨ angen auf, so











Im Limes 1 ≫ mu0/(2π)ln(Λ0/Λ) ﬂießt die Wechselwirkung nicht und die Bogoliubov-
Theorie bleibt korrekt. Der andere Limes 1 ≪ mu0/(2π)ln(Λ0/Λ) entspricht dem Hard-
Core-Limes. Man erh¨ alt nach kurzer Zwischenrechnung f¨ ur die Geschwindigkeit der














































Figure B.4: Links: Einteilchenspektralfunktion A(k,ω) f¨ ur D = 2 in Abh¨ angigkeit von
der reellen Frequenz ω. Die gew¨ ahlten Anfangsbedingungen sind ˜  0 = 0.15
und ˜ u0 = 15. Die Peaks sind mit k/kc = 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,0.5 und 0.6
berechnet, wobei kc = 2mc, c = (2mV⋆Z⋆)−1/2. Die eingef¨ ugte Graﬁk
zeigt das extrahierte Spektrum der Elementaranregungen im Vergleich mit
dem Bogoliubov-¨ ahnlichen Spektrum E2
k = ǫ2
k + c2k2 (schwarze Punkte).
Rechts: Die D¨ ampfung der Quasiteichen extrahiert aus der Spektralfunktion
A(k,ω) (schwarze Punkte). Die durchgezogene Linie stellt die Asymptote
γk ≈ 0.194k3/2mkc dar.
wobei wir hier den Wert von Λ0 auf Λ0 =
 
16π/a2 festgelegt haben. Gleichung (B.87)
reproduziert das Ergebnis von Schick.
Schließlich wollen wir die Einteilchenspektralfunktion der wechselwirkenden Bosonen
berechnen. Sie ist durch den Imagin¨ arteil der normalen reellzeitigen Greenschen Funk-
tion wie folgt deﬁniert
A(iω → ω + i0,k) = −2ImG
N(iω → ω + i0,k). (B.88)
Wir berechnen die Spektralfunktion numerisch. Daf¨ ur m¨ ussen wir zuerst Gleichungen
(B.69) und (B.70) zusammen mit den Gleichungen (B.68), (B.75) und (B.76a)-(B.76c)
im Imagin¨ arzeit-Formalismus auswerten, und dann die ermittelten Selbstenergien mittels
Pad´ e-Approximanten zur reellen Achse analytisch fortsetzen. Hat man die Spektralfunk-
tion berechnet, so k¨ onnen aus ihr das Spektrum der Elementaranregungen als Position
der Peaks, sowie die Beliaev-D¨ ampfung als ihre Halbwertsbreite extrahiert werden. Wir
zeigen Ergebnisse unserer Rechnung f¨ ur D = 2 in der Abbildung (B.4).
Unsere Rechnung ergibt das richtige qualitative Verhalten sowohl f¨ ur das Anre-
gungsspektrum, wie auch f¨ ur die D¨ ampfung der Quasiteichen (siehe den Text unter der
Abbildung B.4). Quantitativ beobachten wir eine Abweichung von dem Bogoliubov-
Spektrum, bzw. von der Beliaev-D¨ ampfung (B.59), wobei diese Abweichung stark
mit der Wahl der Anfangsbedingungen zusammenh¨ angt. Wir erhalten eine sehr gute
¨ Ubereinstimmung unserer Ergebnisse mit der St¨ orungstheorie f¨ ur schwache Wechsel-
wirkungen. W¨ ahlen wir als Anfangsbedingungen ˜  0 = 0.008 und ˜ u0 = 0.8, so erhalten
wir c/c0 ≈ 1.0054 und α(˜  0, ˜ u0)/α0 ≈ 0.967. F¨ ur st¨ arkere Wechselwirkungen wird
128die Abweichung von den Vorhersagen der St¨ orungstheorie deutlicher. So ﬁnden wir
f¨ ur ˜  0 = 0.4 und ˜ u0 = 4 f¨ ur die Renormierung der Geschwindigkeit der Goldstone-
Mode c/c0 ≈ 1 und f¨ ur die Renormierung des α-Faktors aus der Gleichung (B.59)
α(˜  0, ˜ u0)/α0 ≈ 0.92. Auf der anderen Seite erhalten wir mit ˜  0 ≈ 0.15 und ˜ u0 ≈ 15
f¨ ur c/c0 ≈ 0.67 und f¨ ur α(˜  0, ˜ u0)/α0 ≈ 0.53. Dabei bleibt unsere Theorie voll kon-
troliert selbst im Bereich sehr starken Wechselwirkungen. Ein direkter Vergleich mit
dem Experiment bietet sich daher an [93].
Zusammenfassend haben wir den mathematischen Apparat der funktionalen
Renormierungsgruppe erfolgreich auf wechselwirkende Bosonen angewandt. Wir be-
nutzen ein Trunkierungsschema mit der nicht lokalen Wechselwirkung, welches ¨ uber
die derivative Trunkierung der eﬀektiven Wirkung hinaus geht, die in den fr¨ uheren
FRG-Zug¨ angen zu diesem Thema [89, 90, 95, 96, 98] benutzt wurde. Die Nichtlokalit¨ at
der Wechselwirkung erweist sich als entscheidend, um exaktes asymptotisches Verhal-
ten der Selbstenergien und Propagatoren zu garantieren. Die Selbstenergien in un-
serer N¨ aherung gen¨ ugen beiden exakten Beziehungen: Der Hugenholtz-Pines- und der
Nepomnyashchy-Nepomnyashchy-Relation. Wir berechnen die Eintelchenspektraldichte
unter der Ber¨ ucksichtigung der beiden Relationen und extrahieren daraus das Spektrum
der elementaren Anregungen, sowie die Beliaev-D¨ ampfung.
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